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ABSTRACT
This study aims at determining the relationship between the nature of rural credit contracts
and the socio-economic setting in which these contracts are negotiated. Using a controlled
case study methodology, this study examines data on rural household's asset distribution,
capital investment and accumulation, and credit market activity from two, dissimilar Indian
states. The state of Bihar where the rural economy is relatively stagnant and lacking in
economic diversification is compared to Punjab, a state which has experienced relatively
rapid, capitalist growth in agriculture.
Since repayment of credit is most commonly tied to contracts in labour, tenancy and
agricultural produce, this study specifically examines the relationship between the socio-
economic environment and the form of repayment employed. It is hypothesized that there
exists a predominance of credit contracts requiring repayment through obligatory labour
services in an rural setting lacking in economic growth and diversification, viz. Bihar. This
is so because by establishing and sustaining patron-client relations with a creditor-employer,
households guarantee themselves subsistence employment and credit. Alternatively, the study
proposes that in a diversified and vibrant rural economy (Punjab), households avoid credit
contracts tied to long-term labour obligations in order to take advantage of the high demand
for labour in the region. By not committing their labour services for long periods of time,
labour households move in and out of labour contracts, providing these services to the highest
bidder. Therefore, agricultural labour households in Punjab are expected to avoid debt
obligations which keep them tied down to their creditor.
Contrary to the original hypothesis, the study finds landless, agricultural labour households
in Punjab heavily indebted, and this debt is likely to be owed to their employers. The study
provides a possible explanation for this surprising result along Neo-Marxian lines; namely,
that employers of agricultural labourers take advantage of these households' moment of
desperate need for credit, and force them into long-term labour attachment. Because the
creditor-employer is in a position to dictate the terms of the credit contract when agricultural
labour households are most in need, they exploit their powerful position to also dictate the
terms of a labour contract. By controlling the labourer's wage, the creditor-employer controls
the labourer's ability to pay back the loan, thus effectively bonding the labourer at the will
of his creditor.
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Introduction
Rural Credit Markets
In the rural regions of a developing countries, a credit contract often involves more than the
transfer of credit capital from one household to another. It is common practice to grant credit
based on agreement that repayment will be comprised of goods and services such as labour
or a share of the borrower's crop. Therefore, an array of exchanges are "interlinked" in the
credit deal.
Some who have studied rural, credit markets argue that the practice of interlinking credit
contracts with other goods and services leaves borrowers worse off. According to this
argument, interlinked deals foreclose economic options which the borrower would otherwise
have had if he had been allowed to trade his labour or negotiate the price for his product in
separate deals. Most importantly, those who propose this argument assert that the
monopolistic nature of rural, credit markets allows lenders to capitalize on their position in
credit and dictate the terms of all of other contracts in other markets through interlinkage,
exploiting the borrower on several fronts.
Contrary to the view presented above, others argue that the interlinked deal benefits the
borrower and lender at the same time. Because unfavourable market conditions, such as risk,
uncertainty, conflict of interest, asymmetrically distributed information, as well as market
imperfections render the mechanism of rural markets ineffective, interlinking helps to
overcome the problem of choosing reliable parties with whom goods and/or service can be
exchanged.
The difference between these two, contradictory views of credit relations centers around the
notion that households either establish and sustain credit relations because they want to or
because they have to. They either view credit relations, and the interlinked deals which go
along with them, as unpalatable, "last resort" alternatives for desperate peasants, or as
favourable mechanisms which can facilitate trade.
Our hypothesis makes a distinction between these two options. We assert that the
desirability, or lack of appeal for establishing and sustaining credit relations depends on the
borrowing household's other options. For example, a household operating in a stagnant
agricultural and rural economy, with few economic opportunities and low productivity of land
and uncertain streams of income is compelled to enter into patron-client relations with a
creditor as a form of guaranteed subsistence. Moreover, eventhough patron-client relations
may be quite unpalatable, the alternative of being a landless worker and dependent on the
whim an will of others is even more disagreeable.
Furthermore, we argue that the desirability of patron-client relations can only exist in an
environment where the economy offers no better alternatives. A household located in an area
of rapid economic growth, where diversification of the rural economy allows for various
economic opportunities, and labour is in high demand, households avoid entering these types
of patron-client relations. More specifically, households avoid credit contracts tied to long-
term labour obligations in order to take advantage of the demand for wage-labour in the
region. By not committing their labour services for long periods of time, labour households
move in and out of labour contracts, providing these services to the highest bidder.
Therefore, agricultural labour households in Punjab are expected to avoid debt obligations
which keep them tied down to their creditor.
In order to test our hypothesis, we examine two agrarian settings which represent two, diverse
economic environments. In our controlled sample, we have chosen the Punjab, the cradle of
the "Green Revolution" in India and a state where capitalist relations of agricultural
production have taken hold. Our other rural setting is placed in eastern India, in a state
called Bihar. Though rich in natural resources, Bihar has been called everything form
underdeveloped, to semi-feudalistic and backward.
Not surprisingly we shall find that credit relations are quite different in both states. We will
also find some similarities. However, before we begin an empirical examination of rural,
credit markets, and related aspects, we begin with a survey of the estalished frameworks
used to analyse credit markets. Chapter 1 reviews and criticises both Neoclassical and Neo-
Marxian constructs, and elaborates further on the concepts presented in this chapter. We
conclude that neither framework has provided enough institutional context in which to analyse
credit relations and provides a method to re-think our methods of analysing credit relations.
Chapter 2 provides a brief historical summary of pre-independence Punjab and Bihar and
their post-independence achievements. We argue that the British colonial rule established a
process of capital accumulation through land rents and a rentier class to serve as
intermediaries between the colonial government and the cultivating peasant. The high rents
impoverished the cultivators in Punjab as well as in Bihar, and the rentier class became an
established group hostile to any changes in agrarian relations. However, only the Punjab,
which reformulated the agrarian social structure as a result of the Partition with Pakistan,
established favourable conditions for capitalist development in agriculture. Moreover, the
Government of Punjab was more assertive in establishing new political and economic
relations between it and the cultivators of the state. The results of state intervention were
twofold:
a. the system of accumulation through land rent was transformed into a process of
capital accumulation through capitalist profits; and
b. though the capitalist mode of production and relations were established, only the
largest landholders were able to take advantage of these, resulting in a highly skewed
distribution of land and non-land assets.
No effective land reform, nor a highly interventionist state were part of the post-independence
history of Bihar. As a result, the colonial system of capital accumulation through land rent
is receding at a much slower pace, and it is probable that patron-client relations based on
bonded labour contracts still exist.
The third chapter examines the distribution of economic resources in both the Punjab and
Bihar. We will examine the distribution of control/ownership over land and non-land assets.
It is of extreme importance to compare the control of land resources since in an agricultural
economy land is the base economic power. Various sources publish data on landholding and
leasing activities are examined to determine who controls land and how much of it they
control. Furthermore, we argue that the higher propensity of ownership of productive, non-
land assets by households in Punjab offers alternative sources of income and therefore allows
them to escape the moneylender's grip. In the case of Bihar, though it is true that land
ownership seems to be more equitably distributed than in the Punjab, access to land,
measured by the distribution of operational holdings, is less so than in the Punjab. The
situation in asset distribution in Bihar and the Punjab illustrates the fact that households in
the latter state are more likely to avoid entering into credit contracts, and are probably in
better, economically, even if they do need a loan.
In the fourth chapter, we examine the rate of capital accumulation of households of various
asset-groups in Bihar and the Punjab. As we have argued before, the most apparent examples
of changes in the economic motivations of different cultivator groups is expressed through
changes in the rate and distribution of investment. Once again, the data illustrates the point
made earlier about the two states: the process of accumulation of capital is based on
capitalist profits in a variety of productive activities in the Punjab, while Bihar shows pattem
of capital accumulation of productive assets is mainly based on acquiring land, and it is
secondary to accumulation of consumption goods such as housing and residential plots. This
lack of productive investment not only translates into poorer economic performance,
reinforcing the lack of alternate mechanisms which could be used by peasant to avoid
entering into credit relations in Bihar, but it also sets the stage for future production relations,
and therefore reproduces existing economic relations.
The fifth chapter is comprised of an empirical analysis of the credit markets in rural Punjab,
Bihar and India. A macroeconomic picture of credit markets and credit relations in each state
is attained. This study examines the macro data on debt of agricultural labour households
(the poorest household in agrarian societies) gathered by the Rural Labour Enquiries
published by the National Sample Survey Agency between the years 1951-1971. We shall
be using the 1974-75 Labour Enquiry in this analysis in addition to the decennial All-India
Debt and Investment Surveys (hereafter, AIDIS) for the years 1961-'62 and 1971-'72. These
latter set of data are examined to determine the extent and nature of the activities of informal
credit lenders. Both sets of data contain information on the extent of rural debt incurred, the
classified into ten asset groups, collected nationally and in the states of Bihar and the Punjab.
From this, a rough estimate of debt to asset ratios throughout time, location, and for each
asset group and agricultural labour households can be determined.
Overall, Punjabi households are much more heavily indebted than their counterparts in Bihar.
Some, if not most, of this extra debt is likely to be channeled into productive uses, as we
have discussed in the previous chapter. The most surprising finding is the disproportionately
heavy indebtedness of agricultural labourer households, most of them without access to any
land, in the Punjab as compared to the value of the assets they own. We hypothesize that
some of these large amounts of debt are either advances for future labour services promised
to employers in the future, or a form of bonding labour through interminably high debt which
can never be repaid. Either way, this finding presents more questions than answers.
The final chapter concludes with directions for further research. The data we have provided
here is not conclusive in settling the controversy which exists over the nature of credit
markets. However, we stress the inportance of future research centered around our finding
in Punjab; i.e., high asset to debt ratios found for landless agricultural labour households.
Chapter 1
Review of the Literature
The theoretical discussion on informal credit markets and credit relations is centered around
the creditor's motivation in lending credit. While one school of thought argues that credit
is disbursed to support and maintain exploitative economic relations, in land, labour and
product markets, the opposing school of thought argues that credit can be mutually beneficial
to the borrower since it is a voluntary exchange.
Alternatively, we propose that the creditor's motivation is defined by the diverse socio-
economic environments in which they function, and therefore should not be assumed a priori.
This environment includes, among other things, land relations (control over the means of
production) plus exchange and political relations within and outside the village. The extent
that the lender's objectives in disbursing credit are fulfilled depends on the lender's ability
to negotiate a credit deal which advances his, conflicting interests. In tum, the success the
creditor has in dictating the terms of the contract is inversely related to the borrower's
"bargaining power". The borrower's power is a function, once again, of the socio-economic
environment in which he operates. For example, in agricultural regions where the economy
is weak, there exists little non-agricultural opportunity for employment, there is stiff
competition for land, and cultivators are subject to the vagaries of nature, it is likely that
For further discussion of the literature on agricultural credit markets, the
reader is referred to Basu, K. (1984), The Less Develoved Economy: A Contemoorary
Critique, Oxford University Press, Delhi.
many households will find themselves in desperate situations, resulting in unfavourable
bargaining position for borrowers of credit, wage labourers, and tenants. On the other hand,
in an environment in which labour is a needed input for production and the labour market is
seasonally tight, in times of slack demand for labour a fanner may grant consumption loans,
or a small plot of land to an agricultural labourer in exchange for future labour services in
times of high demand.
We will criticise the following literature for their failure to these variables explicitly. More
specifically the literature fails to revise their assumptions about the distribution of bargaining
power, and b. they lack consideration for, or assume institutional and contextual variables.
1.1 "Old" neoclassical paradigms
The first investigations of credit markets in developing, rural areas attempted to explain why
interest rates in the informal sector were, and continue to be, so high when compared to rates
in the organised sector. Economists using neoclassical paradigms argued that informal, rural
credit markets were competitive, but that high rates of interest were due to the peculiarities
of underdeveloped market system (see U Tun Wai, 1958; Bottomley; 1975; Raj 1979). They
also asserted that poor information about the borrower's ability to pay back the loan, and a
lack of marketable assets which could be used as collateral against the loan exposed rural
lenders to unduly high risks. Because of the higher risk of default in informal, credit markets
than in organised ones, rural lenders made up for the potential loss by charging higher rates.
This being the case, arbitrage between organised and informal credit markets does not yield
any gains since the higher returns on interest charges in the informal sector are offset by the
risk of a large number of losses through default.
Other neoclassical explanations of the high rural interest rates focused on aspects other than
risk premiums which affect the supply of credit. For example, the opportunity cost of capital
and high administrative costs for the type of loans demanded have also been cited as possible
explanations for high interest rates in rural credit markets. The lender's opportunity cost is
invariably viewed as the earnings forgone from possible altemative investments. The
underlying assumption is that the lender, whether professional or non-professional, lends out
from his own savings, limiting the supply to a small pool of saved capital (Bottomley, 1963,
1975; and Raj, 1979). Moreover, the per unit administrative costs of distributing small, short-
term loans, characteristic in underdeveloped areas, is higher than per unit costs in organised
markets, and high interest rates are charged to make up for these additional costs. (see Long,
1968; Bottomley, 1983; and Mitra, 1983).
Subsequent anthropological investigations (Darling, 1974; Thorner and Thorner, 1962)
concerned with market exchanges in rural societies yielded the proposed neoclassical
propositions inadequate once viewed in context of the way rural life is organised. What these
studies found were societies ruled by multi-sided and multilateral, personal relations which
involved economic, as well as non-economic, interactions. Due to the personalised nature of
all types of interactions, parties involved in any kind of economic transactions cannot abscond
without bearing substantial costs to his economic and social life in the village. Social
sanctions, as well as economic sanctions, make it an unattractive, and nearly impossible, to
shirk their responsibilities.
Therefore, in the case of credit market exchanges, the possibility of default on a loan is
minimal and cannot explain more than a very small amount of the premium on rural interest.
Furthermore, anthropological and ethnographic data from rural villages undermined the
assertion that costs of gathering information, or payment, from a borrower was costly. The
data clearly described village communities as a closely knit fabric of households who have
intimate knowledge of each other's economic conditions. Information about other households
is collected without cost in everyday interactions and simple observation. Moreover, part of
what makes informal credit sources so attractive to potential borrowers is their lack of formal
administrative procedures and the lender's quick response to a borrower's credit needs. These
observations do not sustain the assertion that the cost of finding out whether the borrower
can repay the loan is prohibitively high, nor that cost of administering loans is much of a
burden to the creditor.
These anthropological also recorded, within single villages, interest rates which were not only
high, but also varied. For example, while some borrowers paid rates of over 100% on their
loans, others paid next to nothing.2 With such variability in interest charges within villages,
and large disparities in pricing between institutionalised and informal markets, economists
2 KOith Griffin (1974) raners to a study by jose Gapud which shows that in on Wea of the PhilIppines, 15 percent
of the rice farm s paid Interest charges over 200 percent, while 20 percent of them took loans at mero interet Ths oam
phenomenon was confkmed by Wharton (1962), Bailey (1964), Reserve Bank of IndIa (1977), and Rahman (1979).
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were, and continue to be, hard-pressed to explain the persistence of interest rate differentials.
The need for new approaches to the examination of rural credit markets and the contribution
of social scientists from other disciplines caused a significant break from analyses focussing
solely on the factors leading to high interest rates. Rich, empirical data forced economists
to investigate (at the micro-level) the nature of informal, rural credit markets and sharpen
many of their blunt analytical tools.
Besides the prevalence of interest variability within single villages, micro-level studies also
recorded the presence of contracts made between the same pair of individuals relating
exchanges in more than one commodity or service. These studies noted that credit practices
are interlinked with tenancy, marketing, labour hiring and other contractual arrangements.
These findings raised interest in the examining credit contracts as they are interlinked with
land, labour and product markets. Two schools of thought have emerged with alternative
explanations to the phenomenon of interlinkage. Current approaches to the issue of
interlinkage and the role of credit markets in the agrarian economy fall into two broad
categories:
a. approaches which support the argument that credit markets use interinkage as a
mechanism to overcome various market imperfections, such as lender's risk and moral
hazard problems; and
b. approaches which argued that because credit relations are of a personalised nature,
credit monopolists use market interlinkage to isolate borrowers and keep them at
arm's-length of village markets. Therefore, by "forcing" agreement on credit contracts
which were linked to the exchange of multiple goods and services, credit capitalists
Empirical evidence is provided by Long (1968), Bhaduri (1973), Kurup (1976), and Bardha and Rudra (1978).
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extract surplus product from dependent borrowers through these various markets.
1.2 "Newer" neoclassical paradigms
We begin by examining the first of these two approaches; the neoclassical approach. Unlike
previous neoclassical paradigms which focussed on the market signals provided by interest
rates, newer neoclassical approaches focus on the cost and distribution of information by
parties negotiating credit contracts. The existence of risk, uncertainty, conflict of interest, as
well as the presence of market imperfections, provide important signals in the process of
contract bargaining in the market for credit. Characteristically in rural markets, information
is costly and asymmetrically distributed, there exists incentive problems and the risk of
adverse selection. These unfavorable market conditions render the mechanism of market
auctions ineffective as way to choose reliable parties with whom to exchange goods and/or
services. Difficulties in specifying and monitoring other agents' behaviour impel the
contracting parties to make use of non-price strategies in bargaining. Furthermore, markets
are either imperfect or not well-developed in certain cases, encouraging strategies to be used
in order to induce mutually beneficial exchange of goods and/or services (Akerloff, 1970).
Non-price strategies such as credit rationing (Rothschild and Stiglitz, 1976; Fried and Howitt,
1980; Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981, 1983) are one such mechanism used to allocate credit
efficiently. This strategy emphasizes the role of quantity constraint as an allocative
mechanism. When credit rationing takes place, lenders quote an interest rate on their loans
and then proceed to supply a smaller loan size than demanded by the borrowers." Lenders
4 Akerloff (1970) heidly explains that loans, like health inmurance, cannot be alocated through the pricing
mechanin, since high inteawat rates, much as high prmhms on healh insurance, wi not ward off those who ae unlilely
to pay back the loan, but will only leave those demanders of loans who are so desperately in need for these loans because
can sort out between good and bad borrowers, while such high demand for credit give
borrowers an incentive to pay back their loans where they may lose their valuable line of
credit if they do not pay back.
Other types of non-market mechanisms of credit allocation, such as collateral requirement,'
are used to minimise the risk that lenders incurred when lending. By requiring collateral
from the borrower, risk is shared between each transactor. Only those borrowers who can
provide alternative ways of repayment are granted loans.
The interlinkage of credit contracts to deals in the markets for product, labour and land, has
received the greatest amount of attention. In the neoclassical paradigm, market interlinkage
occurs when markets for certain goods and services are generally underdeveloped and
therefore not given a price. Risk, asymmetrical information, high costs of transaction, and
the moral hazard problems create conditions in which positive externalities of exchange can
be effectively internalised through linking the exchange of goods and services in various
dependent markets (Bardhan, 1980; Bell and Zusman, 1980; Braverman and Stiglitz, 1982;
Mitra, 1983). Although various models elaborate on different aspects of market interlinkage,
they all argue that market interlinkage does not create monopolies which enable lenders to
exploit the borrower by charging high rates of interest. By gathering evidence that no
barriers to entry exists and that the interest rate can in fact fall below the opportunity cost,
they have no other alernative. This is much like the sickest of individuals who will pay the highest rates on their health
insurance.
This type of mechanism was mentioned first in the alernative, Neo-Marxian, approach.
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several models demonstrate that although market iterlinkage exists, credit markets are
competitive.
However, many of the underlying neoclassical assumptions are contradictory to much of the
anthropological data available on agrarian societies. The first of these is the assumption that
economic agents are relatively anonymous when they enter exchange markets and therefore
various methods are needed to screen potentially risky borrowers. This indeed may be true
where communities are relatively fluid, and strangers could walk in and out of these with
relative ease. However, this not a characteristic of rural communities almost worldwide. It
is unlikely, if not impossible, that a local moneylender will grant credit to an individual not
embedded in the fabric of the community.
Moreover, this paradigm assumes that the negotiating power of the two agents involved in
negotiating a credit contract, the creditor and the borrower, are nearly equal. Granted, the
structure of neoclassical economics does not allow for a qualitative basis of exchange (and
economic relations in general). The concept of utility, use as the engine which drives parties
to exchange, has merely a quantitative dimension --- all exchange is homogeneous in the
sense of being utility maximising (or "rational") activity, but there is no room for recognising
the differential basis of economic motivation and power. Moreover, there is no explicit
foundation within the theory of utility in the material conditions of economic existence,
except rather obliquely through the principle of marginal utility ---- the less there is of a
commodity in the consumption bundle of an individual, the more it is desired. Since
neoclassical economics does not recognise the non-homogeneity of economic relations in the
differential conditions of economic existence (the basis of exploitation under Marxian
constructs), it could hardly be flexible enough to realise the full gamut of social consequences
in differential power relations based on other social institutions.
Indeed, stratification by either economic, occupational or religious class, is an important
deteminant of the social power wielded by different members of a rural village which
translates into the bargaining power of agents deciding the nature of a credit contract.
Neoclassical models should address the disproportionate power, both economic and social,
which creditors have to dictate the terms of contracts. The closest we see of this is from the
credit rationing models (Rothschild and Stiglitz, 1976; Fried and Howitt, 1980; and Stiglitz
and Weiss, 1981, 1983) which assumed that lenders do have the power to set prices, but they
say little about the "extra-economic" considerations of creditors as they ration loans.
Ironically, the strongest criticism of Neo-Marxian models neoclassical economists put forth
is the use of these extra-economic devices to provide closure for their models. However,
neoclassical economists are guilty of the use of these devices, too.
1.3 Neo-Marxian paradigm
There is, however, another line of thought, associated most prominently with the works of
Bhaduri (1973, 1977, 1984), Bharadwaj (1974, 1979, 1985) and Gangopadhyay and Sengupta
(1986), posit a different interpretation of the relations between agents in the credit market and
the role of credit interlinkage in such relations. These theoreticians examine credit relations
as a "specific mode of appropriating surplus and of transferring control over the means of
production" (Rao, 1980; p. 164).
According to the Neo-Marxian paradigm, there exists an asymmetry of market and social
power based on the unequal distribution of ownership/control over the means of production
(mainly land). The monopoly concept of Neo-Marxian models is based on existing power
relations rooted in this unequal distribution of productive resources. Viewed in this way, this
concept of monopoly power is not based solely on the fact that few agents compete in
supplying credit, but based on the particular character of their economic environment. Since
markets in agrarian economies are highly personalised, isolated and fragmented, lenders are
in a position to insist on the terms of exchange. These dictated terms include that borrowers
of credit continue all types of exchange relations (in land, labour and product) with his
creditor only, isolating the borrower from the rest of the village economy, since he has
nothing to trade with anyone else, and forcing the borrower to bargain one-on-one with a
much more powerful lender.
The complex character of credit relations cannot be understood, however, by focusing on the
nature of exchange relations alone. The key to understanding why there is an unequal
distribution of market power in the first place is an examination of the character of
production relations. The spheres of production and exchange are interlinked with each other.
Bhaduri (1984) and Bharadwaj (1985) examined rural India's relation between production and
exchange in a historical manner. More specifically, they argued that the relations at the level
of exchange --- i.e. the extent and the specific form that exchange undertakes -- are primarily
a manifestation of the conditions of production and production relations. Hence, with regards
to credit, its emergence as an economic activity takes place when property relations are
introduced.
In the Indian case, the introduction of property relations was most adversely introduced by
the British colonists. The colonists gave full rights to absentee-landlords to tax and collect
rent from tenants on their land. This resulted in insecure forms of tenure for cultivator-
tenants. Consequently, insecure forms of tenure did not provide cultivator-tenants incentives
to invest into fixed capital and increase production. Without productivity gains and
increasing monetary obligations from taxation and rent payments, the sale of a poor peasant's
product left peasants with little working capital to plant their next year's crop, and for some
not enough to meet their family's subsistence needs. As a result small tenant-peasants were
forced to enter the informal market for credit in order to pay their obligations. Too poor to
be granted credit in state, or formal credit lending institutions, the petty peasant sought credit
from the local moneylender.
As noted above, rural moneylenders operate in isolated and fragmented markets where
relations with his customers are highly personalized. In this economic environment the
moneylender has monopoly power and is able to set the terms of the credit contract (the size
of the loan, interest rates, form and timing of payment, and an acceptable price for, and type
of collateral that can be used as security against the loan). Exorbitant rates of interest added
to the list of monetary obligations and forced peasants to borrow more, generating a pattern
of increased and permanent indebtedness. The precarious position of the small peasant
thereby allowed, and continues to allow, the possibility of his progressive immiserisation.
The emphasis of the Neo-Marxian approach on the need to view credit relations in its broader
social context and on the need to connect the process of distribution and exchange with
production relations logically leads to the concept of interlinked markets. The existence of
market interlinkage does not depend primarily on the presence of market imperfections or
uncertainty, as with the neoclassical approaches. Rather, interlinkage stems from the
interdependence of production and exchange and from the fact that the process of surplus
extraction is dispersed over these two spheres (Bharadwaj, 1979).
The distinction between participants on the basis of their economic position in the production
process is not only maintained but also highlighted. When the landlord enters into a contract
with his tenant, the landlord bargains from a superior position of economic strength. His
dominance in settling the form and terms of exchange
"cannot be adequately captured in terms of th6 conventional
monopolistic/monopsonistic exchange in any single market .... the dominant
functionary in one market often enjoys conjointly a powerful position in another and
the exploitative processes are interlinked through the combined operations in two
markets.? (Bharadwaj, 1979; pp. 277-278)
Market interlinkage therefore provides advantages to the dominant party in a credit
transaction (the lender). Since terms of credit contracts are variable, the lender has control
over a variety of factors in setting these terms. In addition to the lender's ability to set
interest charges at will, Neo-Marxians argue that exploitation and surplus extraction can take
a variety of forms. For example, the lender can include hidden charges such as unpaid
labour, underprice produce sold and/or paid to the lender, or he may overprice inputs the
lender sells to the borrower. Although these hidden charges are mentioned in the neoclassical
literature (U Tan Wai, 1957 an Bottomley 1963), they are largely ignored in the more formal
models of interlinked markets.
Neo-Marxians include a wider range of forms that interest rate charges may take. The risk
of lending is rejected as a cause of high interest rates in rural credit markets. Indeed, Bhaduri
(1977) argues that the risk of credit transactions fall on the borrower who may lose the
collateral that he put up as security against the loan. Since the lender is free to charge any
rate of interest he pleases, the lender can influence the default rate. Moreover, the highly
personalised nature of landlord-tenant relations (which are the focus of Bhaduri's studies)
permits the lender-landlord to secure real asset collateral (labour service, land, product, etc.)
which he cannot purchase in the organised market. In case of default, the lender acquires the
collateral at an undervalued price which he set as part of the initial terms of the credit
contract. This means that the borrower finds himself losing even as he enters a credit
contract, not the lender.
This Neo-Marxian analysis of interlinked credit contracts leads to the uncovering of other
phenomenon ignored by neoclassical models. As Basu (1984) argues, when transactions are
interlinked, it is no longer correct to think of output price as payment for farmers' harvest
and interest as payment for loans. '"The wage-interest vector jointly reflects the price of
labour in loans." (p. 163). In addition, Basu argues that the dispersions in prices are not
arbitrary, but that by analysing these dispersions we can ascertain the real cost of loans to
farmers. Besides nominal interest charges, real cost calculations should take into account the
fact that the farmer gets lower output prices or wages which may be well below the marginal
product.
The options available to tenant borrowers are therefore much more limited than what is often
presented in standard economic analysis. Bhaduri (1973) discusses the consequences of land-
credit market interlinkage on the debt position of the peasant in a formal model. He argues
that the peasant's debt position ties him to the landlord partly because he cannot attempt to
create a new credit contracts with other landlords until he settles his old debts. Also, by
virtue of being a landlord's tenant, he is perceived as credit-worthy only to his landlord, since
the tenant's actions can be monitored.
The most relevant aspect of Neo-Marxian constructs to the analysis which is carried out in
this study is the aspect of credit markets as a control nechanisms. Exercise of control by the
dominant party has two dimensions ---- it poses restrictions over the actions of the borrower,
and it raises barriers to entry in the market.
As was described above, the unequal access to productive resources also translates into
unequal negotiating power in deternining the terms of credit. The lender's ability to reach
into every aspect of the borrower's economic life once the credit link has been fused, restricts
the borrower's economic freedom to the whim and will of his creditor. Moreover, once that
linked is fused, it is impossible for the borrowers to enter into the auctioneer's market.
This study extends the Neo-Marxian analysis by addressing some of the criticisms that were
made regarding the first Neo-Marxian models presented by Bhaduri. More specifically, Rao
(1980) criticises Bhaduri for failing to specify the historical conditions under which credit
relations assume the functions of surplus appropriation or of asset transfers. Rao also points
out that the methodology used by Bhaduri led him to focus on exchange rather than
production relations. However, using Rao's proposed paradigm, which argues that the
relations of households to means of production determines other exchange relations proves
to be somewhat restrictive and in need of change.
According to Marx, the essence of exploitation lies in production, particularly in the work
process. The form in which it is manifested is actually variable, depending on the
institutional arrangements which themselves are historically evolved. The economic relations
between tenant and landlord and those between worker and capitalist are, Marx argues,
fundamentally analogous with respect to exploitation. In the case of a poor tenant in rural
areas lies in their economic existence of the weaker party ---- the reliant household ----
becomes closely bound up with and controlled by the economic decisions of the stronger
party in the relationship. In both cases, dependence in relations of production arises from
the lack of sufficient control over the means of production relative to subsistence
requirements.
The qualitative essence of exploitation is bound up in the worker's inability to control the
conditions of work, in the objective necessity to labour for another. The quantitative
dimensions of exploitation is connected to the distribution of the product of labour, i.e., the
alienation of the social product from the worker by those who control the conditions of
labour. Under the institutions of capitalism-- private property, free exchange and
competition --- the relations of production (hence the relations of exploitation) become
depersonalised and more generalised to the system as a whole, in comparison with the of
personal bondage between serf and landlord. Exploitation takes place through the labour
market, where the level of wages reflects the conditions of reproduction of the class of
labourers as a whole.
By deriving their analyses of production relations focused on the extent direct producers are
alienated from the means of production, Neo-Marxians provide a clumsy form of analysis.
With it we cannot clearly determine the qualitative difference of exploitation between a rural
household which maintains control over their piece of land but is burdened by onerous
monetary obligations as compared to an urban worker who receives his wages daily but has
not control of his or her means of production. In the case of the wage worker under
capitalism, the separation from the means of production is more extreme compared to the
reliant household, however, his level of exploitation may indeed be less than that of the rural
household who lives at bear subsistence.
1.4 Extending the Neo-Marxian approach
Out of the two approaches used in the analysis of credit markets and outlined above, the Neo-
Marxian is the most adequate. Two elements in the Neo-Marxian construct make it so ----
it is an historical approach and it attempts to examine credit relations in the context of social
relations.
A historical approach to the analysis of social relations, and economic relations in particular,
is important. The nature of social relations cannot be adequately represented independent of
time. At the same time, however, we criticize Marxian approaches for their view of social
relations and the development of social networks as a mechanical, evolutionary or teleological
process. For example, in attempting to explain the aversion in adopting new technologies or
techniques in production in the "semi-feudalistic" agrarian economies of eastern India,
Bhaduri (1973) claimed that the explanation lay in the contradiction between the forces and
relations of production in non-capitalist agriculture. He argued that given the system of
sharecropping by a semi-proletarian class of tenants who are tied to their landlords by
consumption loans, the decision to introduce new technologies rests on the landlord. The
landlord does not introduce changes which would improve the productivity on the grounds
that this would lead to the eventual independence of the tenant from debt-bondage, and thus
to the breakdown of exploitative production relations. Others have argued that the relative
profitability of usurious moneylending under these production conditions retards the shift to
the new techniques and technologies. There has been considerable debate on these issues
(Bhaduri, 1973; Chandra, 1974; Prasad, 1974; Rudra, 1974; and Bardhan and Rudra, 1979).
This set of arguments is rather interesting for it indicates that the existing economic structure
plays an important part in the determining the response to the adoption or rejection of new
technologies. However, the Marxists put too much emphasis on the influence of the social
structure at the expense of other factors. We should note that when the new technologies and
techniques are sufficiently beneficial and objective technical conditions are favourable, there
is nothing absolute about the pre-existent structure which would permanently withstand the
opportunities available by the new technologies. Basu (1984) argues that though it may be
possible that landlords may be worse off if they innovate together, since it may raise the
overall demand for labour for example, they do have strong individual interests to adopt the
new technologies. Indeed, even in Eastern India where Bhaduri draws his evidence, there is
proof of technological innovation taking place within the framework of debt-bondage (Rudra,
1974) and of the breakdown of usurious lending,as described by Bhaduri, itself (Bardhan and
Rudra, 1979). Moreover, if the landlord is as powerful as Bhaduri hypotm ized, then any
gains in production as a result of new technologies could be appropriated by the landlord by
the dictating the terms of a new sharecropping contract to his tenant (Newberry, 1975).
The Neo-Marxian construct has also proved problematic in dealing fully with the landlord's
economic motives in the agricultural economy. Though Bhaduri's (1983) and Bharadwaj's
(1974) explanation of "forced commercialisation" has proved useful in explaining much about
peasant behaviour in the produce market, the interconnected nature of peasant production to
the landlord's exchange activities has been largely ignored. In Bhaduri's formulation, he
focuses on the landlord's economic motives in maintaining rental and usurious income.
Though sharecropping as a form of tenancy in "semi-feudalistic" agriculture is integral part
to the model, little is said about the landlord's motives to guarantee or augment his income
through the share of the produce.
Indeed, the fault of Bhaduri's model on semi-feudan is his assumption that the landlord
is completely disinterested in production. Bhaduri does not thoroughly discuss the landlord's
interest in his share of the product that he receives at the end of the harvest. It would seem
likely that the landlord would also like to guarantee that this source of income is as
maximised as much as possible. However, because Bhaduri ignores exchange relations
outside the village economy, he did not realise that the landlord may indeed be tuned in to
price signals for the share of produce. As some surveys note (Bardhan and Rudra, 1978)
landlords did concern themselves with production decisions even to the extent of providing
credit to be spent in a way to increase yields.
In capitalist agriculture, where a free market for labour has been established, a new economic
logic takes hold. A tight agricultural labour market may force employers to compete and
outbid themselves at times of peak demand for labour. Credit is used by employers as a way
to segment the labour market and force labourers to deal with employer individually, rather
than as a class (Bhalla, 1976; Brass, 1990). By basing agreement on a loan on a promise to
provide labour services when needed, the employer-creditor avoids having to participate in
a bidding process for labour in the market, and therefore obtains labour at a lower cost. This
scenario, of course, is particular to the Indian states of Haryana and Punjab, where industrial
growth around the region has made the labour market very tight, and where cultivation is still
rather labour intensive at some stages. These are indeed some of the important socio-
economic factors which lead to the credit relations we have just described. In this case,
credit-labour contracts, such as those found in Bihar, also take place in agriculturally
advanced areas, further undermining the assertion tht direct relations exist between the mode
of production and the character of credit relations.
A more careful look at these institutional factors would not at all destroy the Neo-Marxian
paradigm. It would, however, enhance it. The problem of in this construct is an over-
emphasis on production relations at the expense of economic relations that may extend
beyond the boundaries of the village. Production relations do not have primacy over other
relations, including exchange, however these relations are quite important factors in shaping
the nature of other social relations. We view Neo-Marxian constructs as productive tools in
analysing credit relations. Any alternative paradigms attempting to explain credit relations
should extend, not reject, the contributions of Bhaduri, Bharadwaj, et. al.
Chapter 2
The Economic History of Agriculture in Bihar and the Punjab
In this chapter, we argue that though Bihar and the Punjab have had similar historical roots,
the effects of a successful land reform (aimed mostly at consolidating plots) and heavy, public
investment in Punjab have changed the nature of capital accumulation in the state. In Punjab
these factors have built the framework for accumulation through capitalist profits, replacing
the old system of capital accumulation through land rents. In Bihar the absence of either of
these two factors has not eliminated the process of capital accumulation through land rents,
helping to sustain production relations based on the tenant and landlord.
Our historical review of Indian colonial history centers around the Land Settlement Act of
1793 and the agrarian structure which the Act established as a result. The historical
information analysed and presented here is derived from well-known works on Indian
economic history dealing with the British period. Pre-independence Punjab, sharing similar
historical circumstances during colonial rule, is given only a brief glance. We summarise
work by Mukherjee (1985) on pre-independence Punjab and end this chapter with various
statistics on government intervention, from both states, in the agricultural sector. Since there
are so many aspects to public sector intervention in the agricultural economies of both Bihar
and the Punjab, we shall concentrate on only two aspects: public works in irrigation and land
reform. These data not only confirm the positive results of the concerted effort made to
The folowing studies have been prticularly useful in providing lnfrautdon and analysis: Mukherjse (1957),
Thorner and Thorner (1%2), Raychadhuri (1%8), Chndra (1%8), Blyn (1966), and Bagchl (1975).
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establish new production conditions by the post-independence Punjab Government, but they
also illustrate the effects of this intervention on the productivity of the land and rates of
poverty.
2.1 Pre-independence Bihar with a few notes on the Punjab
Pre-independence Bihar consisted of the eastern area of India, now divided into the states of
West Bengal, Orissa, Bihar, and the now independent nation of Bangladesh, known then as
Greater Bengal . The experience of Bengal region under British colonial rule is not much
different from the rest of India. During the course of the colonial period, the economic
evolution of agriculture was characterised by economic decline, the emergence of unequal
relations in exchange and production relations, and the inmiserisation of the economically
weakest households. However, overpopulation became especially critical in the Bengal
region. As we will see, the spectacular rate of growth in the population has had, in turn, an
important role in shaping economic relations between poor and rich households.
Before the British ruled Greater Bengal, society was organised under a communal system
(Mukherjee, 1957). Though agricultural production was carried out by self-sufficient
cultivators, using plots of land over which they had usufructuary rights on a hereditary basis,
the land was owned communally by the whole village and plots could not be bought or sold
or otherwise transferred on a private basis. Each village community was administered by a
headman, and he was assisted by a local village council composed of village elders or leading
households. These village communities had their own weavers, potters, carpenters, smiths,
etc, which accounted for the high degree of economic autonomy of these villages. These
villages did not engage in "external" trading, except to a minimal degree.
Population size in relation to land was very low, and since virgin land was available (until
the late 19th century), there was no barrier to the extensive expansion of agriculture. Within
the village itself, the predominant form of agricultural production was for subsistence by
households which had direct control over the means of production. Consequently, the
relations of production characteristic of this form were independent, i.e., were not marked by
dominance of one group over another on the basis of monopoly of control over land.
The British East India Company assumed the civil administration of Bengal in 1765. In
1793, the rulers introduced a new system of land revenue collection in the region, known as
the Permanent Zamindary Settlement, the consequences of which were the dissolution of the
village community system and the gradual development of a new agrarian structure. The
reasons underlying the introduction of the new land system were several. First, the
stabilisation and systemitisation of the land revenue administration aimed at "securing the
largest possible revenue. For it was basically from these sums that British consolidation and
conquest in India were financed" (Thorner and Thorner, 1962:53). Second, the conscious
creation of a privileged class among the indigenous population served as vassal, ally, and
intermediary between the foreign rulers and the masses and were loyal to the colonisers.
The essential features of the Permanent Settlement were:
1. The conversion of the previous revenue collectors of the Moghal administration
into landlords with proprietary rights over large tracts of land. These zanindars, as
they were called, were mad responsible for the collection and payment of tax
revenues. The sum, extremely high in comparison to the taxes levied by the Moghal
state, was fixed in perpetuity. The zanindars were allowed to keep a fixed portion
(10 percent) of their collection as a commission. Moreover, the zamindars were
granted widespread powers of distrain, including arrests and the confiscation of
property from tax defaulters;
2. The legal establishment of private property in land and of unrestricted possibility
of the transfer of land through purchase and sale.
These features of the new land system served as important pre-conditions for the breakdown
of the village communities, the progressive expropriation of land from the peasantry, and the
emergence of new relations of production and exchange in Bengal agriculture.
The economic mechanism underlying expropriation of the peasantry was essentially the
increasing burden of tax and rent extraction which became the hallmark of the system. As
already alluded to, the revenue demand of the British administration was extremely high as
compared to that of the Moghals. In the critical phase following the Permanent Settlement,
the severity of the land revenue demands led, in fact, to many cases where the zamindars,
apparently unwilling to resort to the violent methods required for extraction, sold their lands
or defaulted them to urban merchants and moneylenders. This development helped to create
a city dwelling class of absentee landlords who were quite removed from agricultural
operations, and interested exclusively in rental incomes. With the possibility of unrestricted
sub-leasing, a whole new process of subinfeudation took hold whereby layers of rent-
receiving intermediaries were gradually created in Bengal (Mukherjee, 1957).
As a natural consequence of the rising importance of rent as a major form of income, the
magnitude of rents increased in quantity both absolutely, and in all probability, relative to
agricultural output as well. While at the time of the settlement the total revenue collection
was Rs. 40 million (10%, or Rs. 4 million, going to the zamindars), by 1900 the landlords
were able to collect a total of Rs. 165 million, i.e., retain Rs. 125 million after meeting the
land revenue demand for Rs. 40 million (see Mukherjee, 1957:35). These trends were made
possible quite simply by rackrenting of the actual cultivators of land. The increasingly higher
burden of rent payments on the cultivators translated into a high level of resentment and
expressed through agrarian unrest which marked the entire 19th century. (Raychadhuri,
1968:89).
The growing immiserisation of the peasantry under these conditions opened the way for their
progressive expropriation from land, especially during the periods of harvest failures. The
peasantry were driven to debt-finance from rural moneylenders at usurious interest rates in
order to meet their consumption requirements and rent and tax exactions. As Bhaduri's
(1983) noted in his model of backward agriculture, many peasants were not in a position to
repay their debts, and therefore lost their land through mortgage on default of their debt
obligations. The phase of expropriation through the debt attachment cycles was bound up
with a new development in the exchange relations ---- the commercialisation of agriculture.
After 1850, with the ascendancy of industrial capitalism in Britain, there was a change in the
composition of colonial trade, particularly a shift towards production and export of cash crops
in Bengal, e.g. jute, opium, and indigo. The finance of the production of these non-food
crops brought about increased monetisation of production and cash dependence of the
peasantry even for subsistence purchases. These developments, in turn, increased the
importance of rural moneylenders in the agrarian scene. The trend toward market reliance
apparently led to declining stocks of food-grains and the greater vulnerability to droughts and
market crises.
Thorner and Thomer (1962) point out that at the time increased commrcialisation of crops
was taking place, the price for land rose rapidly, raising the possibility for gainful speculation
by moneylenders. The process of expropriation continued throughout the 19th century into
the 20th century, and intensified. From the figures that Mukherjee (1957:39) compiled, it is
evident that small parcels were alienated since the average price of each sale was diminishing
when land prices were rising. His figures also reveal the rising proportion of parcels were
sold rather than mortgaged ---- for him, this is an indicates an intensification of expropriation
because small peasants were compelled to sell out, rather than mortgage their holdings.
The obverse of this process was the creation of a new set of relations of production and
exchange. The collapse of the village community system, as we have noted, was
accompanied by a profound transformation of the social structure and of economic relations
of agriculture. At the point of production,2 by the end of the 19th century the real work of
cultivation was more frequently done by sharecroppers who worked the land under several
2 Unfortunately, most of these historical analyses are particularly focussed on changes at the point of production, at
the expense of amos lucid revelatisos about developments in the relations of exchange. Due to a lack of known historical
investigations on evolving exchange relations in Greater Bengal, which would help to comlement the following analysis,
we shal also focus on production relations.
landlords. There were several conditions associated with this process. On the one hand,
these petty sharecroppers were subject to enhanced rents because of their economic
vulnerability. This was also legally permissible since, under the Bengal Tenancy Act, only
the ryots were recognised as cultivators and therefore protected. This did not apply to the
under-ryots (sharecroppers) and hence, the rents for them could be raised. They could also
be evicted at will. But many ryots were not cultivators at all. Indeed, many moneylenders
had acquired ryoti lands had never set hands on a plough. On the other hand, throughout this
period, as we have noted earlier, a process of expropriation was taking place through the debt
attachment cycle. This meant that a steady supply of landless peasants, potentially to become
sharecroppers, were being created. The process was thus self-propelled.
Under the conditions in which the communal character of the village society was
disintegrating and cash-dependence was rising, mobilisation and coordination of large scale
improvements in land were not possible without monetary resources which peasants did not
possess. Little or no investment was taking place in agricultural production. Because of the
extreme degree of separation between proprietorship and the production which grew up within
the system, direct cultivators of land, often economically at the margin of subsistence, did not
have accumulations of investible funds. Nor did they have the incentive in most cases since
they had insecure tenure on the land they cultivated. Moreover, landlords had no incentive
to invest in increasing production and efficiency as long as tax revenue was paid regularly.
They were under no competitive pressure to maximise returns on land.
The results of this disinterest in investing in agricultural production was a steady decline in
productivity in Greater Bengal. Blyn (1966) confirms this point. Since the late 19th century
he finds an absence of technical improvements in the form of agricultural implements. The
proportion of wooden ploughs to iron plows, for instance, remained very high. The use of
machines, such as oil engines and electric pump tubewells was negligible even in 1940.
There was some growth in the use of better seeds, but chemical fertiliser were virtually
unknown. All of these taken together reflect a picture of technical stagnation in agricultural
production, especially for foodcrops throughout the 19th century and the first four or five
decades into the 20th. Second, and more importantly, was the general decline in the
productivity of land. Blyn's figures of land productivity between 1891 and 1946 show a
steady negative trend for all-crops, but it is particularly apparent for food-crops. Third, and
still more remarkable, there was a reduction in acreage cultivated in relation to population
growth. According to the statistics provided by Blyn, 3 million acres of land went out of
production. The average rate of change in acreage for the total period was -0.06% per year.
The reasons for such a decline are unclear, but a majority of the blame is put on the
increasing rate of disrepair in canal irrigation which reduced the fertility of the soil.
Though several of the characteristics of agricultural production and exchange were similar
throughout the sub-continent, the high rates of population growth resulting in high population
densities were especially problematic in the Bengal region. Bengal is notoriously poor partly
because high growth in the numbers of people exacerbate already miserable economic
conditions. Using Census data, Blyn (1966) estimates that in 1891 Greater Bengal had 74.01
million people. In 1941 the population stood at 100 million. The average rate of growth for
the period was 1891-1946 was 0.65% per year, but banning a decade of virtual stagnation
(1911-1921), the rates of growth by the decade accelerated, rising from 0.47% per year
(1891-1901) to 1.00% per year (1941-1931)." Given these trends, population growth served
to exacerbate the material conditions of the cultivators. Population played a secondary role
in the immiserisation process of the peasantry, but was not the root cause of it.
A falling acreage and yields per acre, and the fragmentation of landholdings had begun to be
evident in the late 19th century or early 20th century, prior to the period in which population
size, density or growth rates attained significant magnitudes. Several government records
show that among those who retained their land and continued to cultivate for their
subsistence, the majority of them possessed landholdings below the minimum economic size
for the average family. This explains the pervasive hunger for land and why there was more
labour power available than there was work on the farm. This competition for land puts
peasants at odds with each other, inadvertently favouring the powerful lords who control
resources and can allocate them. Tension among peasants increases the bargaining power of
these lords as they can offer preferential treatment and therefore pit one peasant against the
other. Moreover once a peasant does obtain preferential treatment, the threat of its
withdrawal, such as the cutting the peasant's access to credit, can be used as an effective
mechanism for obtaining cooperation from the peasant.4 The economic pressures to obtain
Blyn (1966), p.326, Appendix Table 4D; p.331, Appendix Table 5B.
4 See Breman (1979) for a description of a similar situation in southern, Gujarat, where he describes an agrarian
society where no other better option than servitude is available to poor peasants.
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a means of subsistence drove poor peasant households to depend on consumption loans, petty
tenancy, and other economic relations which were at once exploitative and increased their
vulnerability to expropriation, but seemed better than not entering into these relations at all.
The conjunction of all of these factors, declining acreage, decreasing productivity, and high
rates of population growth, resulted in, not surprisingly, extreme poverty. Furthermore,
Bagchi (1974) points out that traditional industries were also in decline throughout the
colonial period, especially cotton textiles in the Gangetic Bihar, providing no opportunities
for cultivators to move into non-agricultural occupations. Bagchi finds that the number of
persons "dependent on secondary industry" (i.e. employed in non-agricultural production and
exclusive of pure traders) fell not only relative to total population from 18.6% to 8.5% but
also in absolute terms? This supports what Indian historians noted in qualitative accounts
of official publications published in the 1870's; India seemed to be de-industrialising. For
the poor in Greater Bengal, there seemed to be no way of escaping poverty.
According to Mridula Mukherjee (1985), the initial conditions of agricultural production in
Bengal and pre-independence Punjab were quite similar. Mukherjee argues that in both
regions, productive forces stagnated throughout the colonial period, attributing this stagnation
to the presence of agrarian classes "either unwilling or unable to participate in the process
of transformation of the productive forces in agriculture" (1985:92) for the same reasons we
described above.
* See Bagchi (1976), Tables I and I, pp. 139-140.
Sharecropping was as prevalent and enduring (if not more so) in the Punjab than in Bengal.
Moreover, Mukherjee (1985) argues that merchant-usury capital did not play as large of a role
in the Punjab as it did in process of commercialising crop cultivation in Bengal because of
regional factors, such as location of demand markets for these crops and areas where crops
were grown, that did not allow merchant capitalist to gain hold of the credit market in the
Punjab. It was a more equitable agrarian social structures which prevent this use of credit
capital to take place in the Punjab. For the two states, the most marked differences are more
clearly seen in their post-independence phases.
2.2 Post-independence
Two factors, among many others, allowed the Punjab to break from the past and set the
foundation for the capitalist transformation which has taken place: a successful land reform
based on consolidation of small plots, and heavy investment by the public sector in
infrastructure aimed at increasing the capital stock of the agricultural economy. The results
of state intervention and restructuring of the agrarian social structure have been a remarkable
two and a half decades of agricultural growth now fueling industrial development in the
region. In Bihar, the statistics still demonstrate a state of low productivity in agriculture and
the some lowest standards of living in all of India. For example, in 1971 Bihar had a literacy
rate of 19.9 percent while the Punjab's 34 percent is a substantial improvement. The most
clear indications of the Punjab's relative success is seen in the data on poverty in the two
states (see Table 2.21).
Table 2.21
State-wise Percentage of Rural Poverty: 1957-58 to 1970-71
State 1957-58 1958-59 1960-61 1961-62 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1970-71
Bihar 59.7 55.7 41.5 49.9 52.3 54.3 59.4 74.4 70.9 50.4 59.0
Punjab & Haryana 28.0 24.2 18.8 22.3 29.4 26.5 26.5 29.5 33.9 24.0 23.6
India 53.4 48.7 42.0 42.3 49.1 50.4 51.1 57.4 57.9 53.5 49.1
Source: Chadha, G.K. (1986). The State and Rural Economic Transformation: the Case of Punjab, 1950-85.
Chadhn's source was Montek Ahluwalia, "Rural Poverty and Agricultural Performance in India" Journal of Development
Studies, April, 1978, p. 305.
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Arguably, the land reform which took place in the Punjab may have been the determining
factor in permanently changing the agrarian social structure of the Punjab. The tumultuous
upheaval of initiated by the Partition reformulated economic relations in the state. Conversely,
the lack of reform in land may indeed explain much of Bihar's failure in not achieving
changes in its relations of production.
The Partition of the Punjab region into Pakistan and India inadvertently initiated an effective
land reform in Indian Punjab. Since India took most of the population into East Punjab (56
percent) but less of the land (36 percent), this created a large deficit between the area left
behind and the land needed to be redistributed in the east. In order to provide land to farmers
moving east, large landholders in East Punjab took substantial cuts in the size of their
holdings so that land could be redistributed to dislocated farmers. '"The effect of this was a
severe reduction in the disparities in the distribution of land holdings and, presumably, this
was the initial reason for land distribution to be so highly concentrated at the middle level"
(Chadha 1985:27).
In stark contrast to the successes of land reform in the Punjab, Bihar's land reform laws
survived mostly on paper. Though programs in the field of land reform attempted to abolish
intermediaries and tenancy, fix ceilings on holdings, and reorganise agriculture through the
consolidation of some holdings in the form of cooperatives, landlords in Bihar effectively
circumvented most of these reforms and very little change took place. Admittedly, these
reforms were also tried in the Punjab with minimal success, but these were unsuccessful until
the real land reform took place during its Partition.
In Punjab, the state was the other factor infuential in changing the process of capital
accumulation. The state, unlike Bihar, has played a tremendous role in creating the miracle
of agricultural growth in the Punjab. As can be seen clearly in terms of per capita
expenditure in Bihar and in the Punjab (see Table 2.22), the state government in the Punjab
became an active player in creating capital in the agricultural sector. The Punjab has in every
Five-Year Plan spent twice as much in per capita terms than the Government of Bihar.
Table 2.22
Per Capita Plan Expenditure for Bihar and the Punjab (Rs.)
First Plan Second Plan Third Plan Fourth Plan
Bihar 18.89 41.76 70.73 97.17
Punjab 101.02 88.20 135.76 229.29
Note: Prices are in current figures.
Source: Government of Bihar (1976). Selected Plan Statistics: Bihar, Table 14.2, pg. 178.
Moreover, the target of such expenditures was mainly on infrastructure (see Table 2.23). The
state and national government felt that a redistribution of resources was a sufficient
prerequisite for growth. Indeed, between 1950 until 1967 the state was actively establishing
Table 2.23
Sectoral Alocation of Total Expenditure/Outlay in the Five-Year Plans of Punjab and Bihar. (Rs. millions)
Heads of Development First Plan Second Plan Third Plan Fourth Plan
(1951-56) (1956-61) (1961-66) (1966-71)
Actual Ex- Percentage Actual Ex- Percentage Actual Ex- Percentage Actual Ex- Percentage
penditure penditure penditure penditure
Agricultural and
Community Development
Punjab 254.7 18.1 250.0 16.7 433.3 17.2 505.8 12.0
Bihar 160.4 21.9 542.0 30.5 677.9 20.6 897.0 18.5
Irrigation and Power
Punjab 825.8 58.6 765.5 51.7 1330.4 52.8 2335.6 55.4
Bihar 234.1 31.9 581.2 32.7 1758.2 53.5 2812.1 57.9
Industries and Mining
Punjab 13.0 0.9 50.8 3.4 102.3 4.1 136.4 3.2
Bihar 10.4 1.4 84.7 4.8 105.3 3.2 173.9 3.6
Transport and Communication
Punjab 81.7 5.8 102.8 7.0 141.9 5.6 625.8 14.9
Bihar 107.8 14.7 152.0 8.5 174.4 5.3 356.1 7.3
Social Services
Punjab 120.0 8.5 243.1 16.4 472.5 18.8 558.4 13.3
Bihar 211.9 28.9 412.8 23.2 568.6 17.3 617.1 12.7
Miscellaneous
Punjab 114.0 8.1 71.5 4.8 39.6 1.6 51.9 1.2
Bihar 18.2 2.5 7.0 0.4 2.7 0.1 1.3 0.0
Total
Punjab 1409.2 100.0 1483.7 100.0 2520.0 100.0 4213.9 100.0
Bihar 732.8 100.0 1779.8 100.0 3285.2 100.0 4857.6 100.0
Note: Rupee amounts are in current prices.
Source: Punjab data: Chadha, G. (1985). The State and Rural Transformation: The Case of Punjab, 1950-85, Table 3.2, pg. 91.
Bihar data: Government of Bihar (1976). Selected Plan Statistics, Table 14.4, pp. 179-80.
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the institutional and infrastructural mechanisms to support agricultural economic growth. As
Chadha (1986) argues, irrigation, power development, agricultural research and extension
services, and the strengthening of the cooperative structure were all part of a concerted effort
to establish an development strategy through agriculture production (even at the expense of
industrialisation). The result of these expenditure was the direct and indirect accumulation
of capital based around the agricultural economy.
Govenment statistics on the net are irrigated together with the sources of irrigation in the
survey year show that there has been an increase in the net area irrigated between the early
1950's continued through the 1960's. The impact of irrigation, for example, has been to
make impressive gains in agricultural production over the period 1951-66 (Rao, 1971).
Investment by the public sector in has been almost aimed (maybe purposely) in areas where
there are large preponderance of large farmers, such as in the Punjab. Through loans and
subsidies, the central government has also encourage rich farmers to complement public
investment in irrigation with private investment in well irrigation. However, not all public
intervention has been aimed at rich areas such as the Punjab, the Kosi project in Bihar state
has been plagued with low rates of utilisation and therefore has had poor results. In Bihar,
the estimated capacity of this project has been 40% in autumn, 15% in spring, and 10% in
summer (Appu, 1974). Appu's (1974) study suggests that this disutility is due to
disincentives inherent in land relations in the area, which dissuade the sharecroppers working
the area from realising its potential. Thus, even in the case of expanding irrigation through
public investments, the actual impact has been conditioned significantly by the existing
agrarian structure, both with respect to the allocation and the utilisation.
2.3 Conclusions
India's Independence in 1947, not only signaled the beginning of political self-determination
for India, but a new role in government in the process of capital accumulation in the
agricultural economy in the country as a whole. The role, as we have argued above, was
more assertively staked in the Punjab as compared to Bihar. In the post-independence period,
the Punjabi government was involved directly or indirectly to a much greater extent in
investment activity. The pace of capital accumulation and the growth rate in particularly in
Punjabi agriculture increased dramatically relative to the pre-independence period. Thus a
basic difference between the two phases lies in the magnitude and character of the
accumulation process itself.
These differences in the accumulation process have certain consequences. The range of
economic opportunities, the ways of deriving income in the agrarian system and outside are
different. The relationship between the state and the agrarian system is different, both in
regards to the mechanisms of appropriation of agricultural product (taxation) and investment
in agriculture. The legal and political intervention in redefining property relations and in
terms of social groups favoured by legislation in the two periods are different. The extent
and pace of monetisation and the market participation are also different. In short, the external
mechanisms operating on the agrarian system differ between the pre-independence and post-
independence Punjab.
Internally, i.e. in terms of the social structure and economic relations of exchange and
production, different changes take place between the pre- and post-independence Bihar and
Punjab. In the colonial phase, the village community system is broken down and in its place
emerges a system based on landlord - intermediaries - petty tenant's relations. In post-
independence Punjab, there are tendencies towards the development of wage labour, the
relatively decline of the pure rent-earning landlords with very large land holdings, yet
completely divorced from actual agricultural production and the emergence of a stratum
(owners, owner-tenants, and large tenants) who are economically and politically dominant and
economically more involved with agricultural production, credit and marketing operations
(Patnaik, 1971, 1972). Thus, the nature and logic economic relations are quite different in
the Punjab where most of these changes have taken hold and in Bihar were these changes are
more modest and the old, colonial logic of economic relations prevails. Given the historical
record, we turn now to the data to ascertain how these changes, or lack of them, have
affected various aspects of the agricultural economies of these two states.
Chapter 3
Land and Asset Distribution in Bihar and the Punjab
In the previous chapter we criticised the Neo-Marxian paradigm for putting too much
emphasis on the extent of control over the means of production (mainly land) as a
determinant of the nature of credit relations in rural areas, but this aspect of the agrarian
structure should not be ignored altogether. The control of land and other productive assets
contributes much to the nature of credit. Indeed, if a household controls enough land to be
able to produce high enough levels of surplus, allowing it to accumulate savings, it is likely
that their participation in rural credit market will differ substantially from that of a landless
household.
However, land distribution is one very important factor in shaping the nature of credit
relations. Determining the patterns of access to land, as well as ownership of other productive
assets, is the first step to defining the multiple character of credit relations in both Bihar and
the Punjab. Therefore, this chapter begins an examination of the distribution of land
ownership among different classes.
3.1 The distribution of land ownership
The main source of data concerning the ownership distribution of land is the National Sample
Survey (NSS) data, gathered over various rounds, namely the 8th Round (1953-54), the 16th
Round (1960-61) and the 26th Round (1971-72). These data alone can provide only broadly
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comparable information over a period of time because of the changes in definitions and
concepts from one round to the other, though these changes are relatively minor in character.
Moreover, the territorial realignments which took place in Punjab ---- first, between the 8th
and the 16th Rounds with the merger of Pepsu in 1956, and then between the 16th and the
26th Rounds with the bifurcation of Punjab in 1966. However, since there are data available
separately for Pepsu (8th Round) and Haryana (26th Round), we can make the proper
adjustments and examine trends with a minimum loss of accuracy. Our discussion on land
ownership is, therefore, based on the three National Sample Surveys.
The details of ownership distribution are displayed in Table 3.11 for Bihar and 3.12 for
Punjab. There exist widespread inequalities in the distribution of land ownership for both
states in 1953-54. In 1953-54, 51.24 of the households owned land up to 0.99 acres in Bihar,
and they accounted for 3.53 percent of the area owned. At the other extreme, around .5
percent of the households owning 30.00 acres or more owned almost 10 percent of the land.
Making similar comparison for the Punjab, we find the lowest tier, made up of 50.76 percent
of the households, owns .59 percent of the land, while the top two tiers, nearly 3 percent of
the households, own close to 30 percent of the land. The same relative picture continued to
operate throughout 1960-61 and 1971-72, although in terms of sheer figures, some changes,
minor ones, did occur with respect to the percentage of households and area owned, in every
ownership holding group.
In order to determine inter-temporal changes in the overall distribution of ownership, we
adopted a procedure to examine whether the ownership position of each group, and the
distribution as a whole, has changed over time. We conputed an Iter-Class Concentration
Index (ICC), as follows (Kurien, 1986:8):
ICC = _LQ) X 100
(p/P)
Where p, and qi are the number of households and the area owned by the ith owner holding
category and the P and Q are, respectively, the total number of ownership holdings and the
area owned in the state. This index calculates the ration between the group's share in the
area owned and its share in the number of households. A figure less than 100 suggests that
the land owned by the group is less than its due share under conditions of equal distribution
of land. A figure greater than 100 shows the contrary.
The ICC's for 1953-54, 1960-61, and 1971-72 are also displayed in Tables 3.11 and 3.12 for
Bihar and Punjab, respectively. It is interesting to note that between 1953-54 and 1960-61,
the ICC's for all size classes except the largest one in the Punjab and the largest two in Bihar
increased. Between 1960-61 and 1971-72, they increased for all size classes in Bihar and,
except for the lowest one in the Punjab, the same pattern was apparent. A chi-square test has
been done to test for significance of the change in the ICC's over the three periods. The
tabulated value of chi-square is 3.841 at one degree of freedom and .05 of significance.
Using this and the calculated values, we see that the changes in the ICC's of most groups
between 1953-54 and 1960-61, in Bihar, are not significant. Furthermore, changes in the
distribution of ownership holdings are not significant, once again, for the lowest two tiers of
Table 3.11
Distribution of Land Ownership --- Bihar
Size Class of
Household Owner- Distribution of Households Percentage of Area Owned Inter-class Concentration Weights Chi-square
ship Holding 1954-55 1960-61 1971-72 1954-55 1960-61 1971-72 1954-55 1960-61 1971-72 1954-55 to 1960-61 to 1954-55 to 1960-61 tc
(acres) 1960-61 1971-72 1960-61 1971-72
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
1. Up to 0.99 51.24 51.10 52.98 3.53 3.75 4.75 6.89 7.34 8.96 0.274 0.281 0.029 0.358
2. 1.00 - 2.49 16.04 16.98 18.73 9.12 10.00 13.45 56.86 58.98 71.81 0.130 0.148 0.079 2.791
3. 2.50 -4.99 14.86 15.83 15.11 18.03 20.25 23.43 121.33 127.92 155.06 0.172 0.187 0.358 5.758
4. 5.00- 7.49 7.16 6.68 6.28 14.90 15.81 17.26 208.10 236.68 274.84 0.111 0.115 3.925 6.153
5. 7.50-9.99 3.83 3.27 2.87 11.35 10.16 10.81 296.34 310.70 376.66 0.072 0.068 0.696 14.003
6. 10.00 - 14.99 3.77 3.47 2.32 15.63 14.71 12.27 414.59 423.92 528.88 0.094 0.082 0.210 25.97
7. 15.00 - 19.99 1.55 1.13 0.94 8.99 6.97 7.34 580.00 616.81 780.85 0.047 0.041 2.336 43.626
8. 20.00 - 24.99 0.63 0.61 0.41 4.74 4.75 4.01 752.38 778.69 978.05 0.027 0.024 0.920 51.040
9. 25.00 - 29.99 0.39 0.35 0.14 3.72 3.50 1.65 953.85 1000.00 1178.57 0.020 0.014 2.233 31.887
10. 30.00 - 49.99 0.39 0.39 0.16 5.02 5.10 2.67 1673.33 1307.69 1668.75 0.027 0.021 79.896 99.1
11. 50.00 & above 0.15 0.19 0.07 4.95 5.00 2.35 3300.00 2631.58 3357.14 0.026 0.019 15389 2Mo.046
Weighted chi-square = 6.425 14.737143
Note: Figures in Bold are signifcant at the .05 level
Source:
a. For 1953-54, NSS Report on Land Holdings (4), Rural Sector-States, No. 66, 8th Round, 1962, New Delhi.
b. For 1961-62, NSS Report on Land Holdings , Rural Sector-States, No. 66, 16th Round, 1964, New Delhi.
c. For 1971-72, NSS Report No. 215, Tables on Land Holdings at State Level, 26th Round, New Delhi, 1975
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TABLE 3.12
W-
households in Bihar, while they are so for the rest of the classes of owners increased their
share of land holdings.
In the Punjab it is evident that during the first period, the ICCs for those owning land up to
10 acres or more did not change at all, while the change for all larger size classes was
significant. Cultivators who owned 10 acres or more improved their land ownership position,
in varying degrees, between 1953-54 and 1960-61, while those owning 50 acres or more
faced a slight decline in their ownership position. To some extent, this decline in ownership
of the highest classes in the Punjab might be due to the effects of land reform measures
(including the ceiling on land ownership) that were introduced between 1953-54 and 1960-61.
Both states underwent similar distribution patterns between 1960-61 and 1971-72. While in
the Punjab the trend towards ownership transfer and concentration, seen in the first period,
was once again apparent, Bihar experienced it for the first time. During the latter period, the
benefit of a higher ownership base percolated down to cultivators who owned 2.5 acres in
both states. However, for those up to 2.5 acres there was no significant change in the
ownership pattern.
In order to test the significance of change in the distribution as a whole, a weighted chi-
square is calculated for both periods for both states. The weights assigned to different class
sizes are based on their respective share, both in land in the total number of households, in
the base as well as the terminal year. In both states, in the first period, are not significant.
In the second period, the weighted chi-square is significant for both states because of the
improvement in land ownership of the lowest ownership groups.
We address, briefly, the distribution of land among the poorest households in Bihar and
Punjab, the agricultural labourer households. Here, we have obtained estimates from the
Rural Labour Enquiry of 1974-75. In Table 3.13 below, we see a clear case of stark inequity
in the distribution of land among these households in Punjab. However, the fact that these
households who are participants in the labour market, and do not seem to
Table 3.13
Percent of Agricultural Labour Households
with Land and without Land, 1974-75
With land Without land
Bihar 56.2 41.8
Punjab 8.3 91.7
All-India 49.2 50.8
Source: Rural Labour Enquiry, 1974-75, Indebtedness
Among Rural Labour Households, pg. 30.
supplement their incomes with self-operated cultivation activities tells much about the
development of a free labour market (i.e. separated from the means of production) which
* For example, the weight .274, in Table 2.11, assigned to the lowest class, column 11, is obtained by adding up the
percentage shau of the class in households (51.24 in 1953-54 and 51.10 in 1960-61) and land (3.53 in 1953-54 and 3.75
in 1960-61) and dividing de sum by 400. We owe this procedure to Kurien (1986:10).
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exists in the Punjab and not in Bihar. We will point out other productive activities in which
these households may be involved.
It is also interesting to note the distribution of agricultural labour households in each state
according to the size plot they cultivate. In Punjab, the average size of cultivated plot by an
agricultural labour household is over twice the size of similar households (see Table 4.14).
Moreover, the distribution of agricultural labour households is more evenly distributed in the
Punjab than Bihar, 88.45 percent of the households in Bihar are in the distributed in the lower
sizes of plots cultivated, while only 69.33 percent are in the same category in Punjab.
Table 3.14
Average Size of Land Cultivated and Percentage Distribution of Estimated Number
of Agricultural Labour Households with Cultivated Land by Size of Land Cultivated,
1974-75
State Average
size of 0.01 to .5 to 1.00 to 1.50 to 2.00 to 2.50 to 5.00& Al size
land 0.49 0.99 1.49 1.99 2.49 4.99 above clases
cultivated
(acres)
Bihar 0.65 56.3 18.7 12.8 3.5 5.1 3.3 0.4 100.0
Punjab 1.43 38.1 8.2 21.6 5.2 8.3 11.2 7.3 100.0
All-India 1.11 40.1 19.9 15.7 5.3 7.4 8.4 3.2 100.0
Source: Rural Labour Enquiry, 1974-75. Indebtedness Among Rural Labour Households, pg.
30, Table 2. Table 2.3.
With the use of these statistics, we can conclude that agricultural households in Bihar are
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more likely to own plot of land used for self-cultivation. Moreover, we can use these
statistics as measure of comparative welfare between households in Bihar and agricultural
households in Punjab. Noting that the plot sizes of Biharis are substantially smaller than
those of Punjab, we assume that it is difficult for these households to obtain as much surplus
out of their cultivation. Most revealing about the state of the rural economy in Bihar is that
these households continue to hold on to these inefficient plots, and it is more than likely that
the conditions in these plots are considerably less productive than in Punjab. The situation
is probably so in Bihar because lack of alternative economic opportunities.
This apparent lack of opportunities, in Bihar, outside of agricultural production will be
apparent in the next section when we examine estimates on non-land assets, which show that
though assets are more evenly distributed in Bihar than in Punjab, the asset-holdings of Bihari
households are likely to be for non-productive uses than the holdings of Punjabi households.
These statistics taken together, small plots of land and few productive assets with which to
supplement income, paint a bleak picture of the economic state of agricultural labour
households in Bihar.
In summary, there are no distinct differences in ownership patterns between Bihar and the
Punjab. The most distinct comparative characteristic which is brought out by the examination
of ownership distribution through use of the ICC's does, is the noticeably larger differences
between the lower and higher tier households in Bihar than in Punjab. In Punjab, the lowest
tier households have markedly less of the share of land than Bihar, but there exists a middle
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class, not existent in Bihar, which also takes its share of land both from the poor and the
wealthy households. Bihar is a land of extremes with very rich and poor households.
3.2 The distribution of operational holdings
Due to the practice of leasing in and leasing out, there need not need not be a one-to-one
correspondence between the ownership status of a household and the land it actually operates.
This lack of correspondence manifests itself much more at the lower end of the ownership
hierarchy since, in general, a large majority of the owners of tiny pieces of land do not
cultivate exclusively their own land. Some of them might lease in some land and operate a
land area much larger than their size of their own holding. Many others opt out of cultivation
since leasing in is generally difficult and they could be potentially burdened with onerous
terms of lease. From the point of view of the actual use of land and the involvement of rural
households in the production process, it is the distribution of operational holdings which is
both relevant as well as important.
The NSS data clearly confinn the highly unequal distribution of operational holdings in
Punjab as well as Bihar (see Table 3.21 for Bihar and 3.22 for Punjab). As with landholding
the extremes between ICC's in Bihar, as compared to the Punjab, are quite prominent.
Overall, operational holdings do seem to be more equally distributed in Punjab.2
2 This can be seen through a simple calculaion. By adding the ICC's for the fist-five size classes and the ICC's
for the last six-classes for both states, ad then dividing the sum of the last six-classes by the sani of the first-five classes,
we can obtain a rough messre of inequality. If we perform this calculation for the 1971-72 year, in Punjab we obtain
a ratio of 8.73:1, meaning that for every acre of land that the lowest-five classes hold, the six upper classes have 8.73
Furthermore, there was a drastic fall in the percentage of holdings in the lowest group in
Punjab. The corresponding decline in the percentage of area operated was much less so.
This leads us to conclude that the lowest group did improve their relative position during the
period (chi-square is significant at the 0.05 level). In all the other intermediate groups, the
percentage of holdings increased in varying degrees, accompanied by suitable area transfers,
so that the chi-square for these groups is insignificant.
In Bihar, there was a substantial change in the distribution of landholding. The reason for
this was both because of changes in the percentage of holdings among groups and the area
operated. Though most of the lower classes improve their share of the distribution, the upper
six classes gained substantially, making the distribution more inequitable in the second
period.3
The picture of inequity, based on either land owned or operated, does not fully reveal some
important aspects of the agricultural economy of these states. It is more clearly visible,
especially from the estimates we presented on agricultural labour households in the previous
section, that the rural economy of Punjab is not synonymous with the agricultural economy,
while that still may be the case for Bihar. Indeed, Punjabi households are diversifying their
activities into other aspects of the rural economy, while Bihari households are not. In the
following section, we will further substantiate this assertion through an examination of non-
acre& In Bihar, the ratio is 10.34:1.
3 According to the nesurm we used previously, the ration for the 1953-54 period was 8.76 to 1, while In the 1971-72
period is was up to 10.34 to 1.
Table 3.22
Distribution of Operational Holdings --- Punjab (including Haryana)
Size Class of
Household Ownership Distribution of Households Percentage of Area Operated Inter-class Concentration Weights Chi-square
Holding (Acres) 1954-55 1971-72 1954-55 1971-72 1954-55 1971-72 1954-55 to 1954-55 to
1971-72 1971-72
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1. Up to 0.99 24.32 4.35 0.31 0.21 1.27 4.83 0.073 (+) 9.917
2. 1.00 - 2.49 8.01 10.06 1.38 1.74 17.23 17.30 0.053 0.000
3. 2.50 - 4.99 12.99 18.33 4.71 6.84 36.26 37.32 0.107 0.031
4. 5.00-7.49 10.38 18.04 6.53 11.16 62.91 61.80 0.115 0.020
5. 7.50-9.99 9.76 12.66 8.72 11.09 89.34 87.60 0.106 0.034
6. 10.00 - 14.99 12.92 17.20 15.57 21.28 120.51 123.72 0.167 0.086
7. 15.00 - 19.99 8.66 8.92 14.97 15.56 172.86 174.44 0.120 0.014
8. 20.00 - 24.99 4.40 4.61 9.77 10.13 222.05 219.74 0.072 0.024
9. 25.00 - 29.99 2.93 1.95 8.02 5.38 273.72 275.90 0.046 0.017
10. 30.00 - 49.99 5.02 3.10 18.94 11.47 377.29 370.00 0.096 0.141
11. 50.00 & above 1.41 0.78 11.08 5.14 785.82 658.97 0.046 (-) 20477
Weighted chi-square = 1.713
Note: Figures in Bold ar signiaficant at the .05 level
Source:
a. For 1954-55, NSS, Report on Land Holdings (4), Rural Sector-States, No. 66, 8th Round, 1962, New Delhi.
b. For 1971-72, NSS Report No. 215, Tables on Land Holdings at State Level, 26th Round, New Delhi, 1975
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land asset distribution of rural households. With this brief look at asset holdings, two
patterns will be apparent:
1. non-land asset holdings are less equitable (though by not much) in the Punjab than
in Bihar; and
2. rural households in the Punjab are more likely to hold productive assets applicable
to productive activities, such as livestock, nachinery and transport equipment, than
assets such as households in Bihar, especially in the lower classes groups are likely
to own durable, consumption goods.
3.3 The distribution of non-land assets
In keeping with the unequal distribution of land ownership and holdings in both states, the
distribution of other assets (which are closely associated either with land ownership status of
the household or with the operational requirements of the scale of production) is also highly
unequal. We have various types of data on the distribution of assets generated by different
official sources. We shall use the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) data on the distribution of
total assets.
We begin by examining Table 3.31, from the 1971-72 Report. In it we find the distribution
of rural households, cultivators and non-cultivators, according to asset group. Most
cultivators in Bihar are likely to have up to Rs. 10,000 worth of land and non-land assets.
In Punjab, most cultivators are likely to have up Rs. 50,000. Nearly 88 percent of non-
cultivators are distributed among the three lowest asset holdings in Bihar, while only 39.3
percent are distributed in the same category in the Punjab. In the Punjab, it is apparent that
there is less of a correlation between the occupational group and the asset group to which
households belong.
However, these estimates alone, more than anything else, support all other estimates
suggesting a wealthier households in the Punjab than in Bihar, and
nothing too distinct the question of equitable distribution of assets in the two states. The
following, Table 3.32, prepared by Pathak and others (1977), form the RBI data, describes
the distribution for 1961-62 and 1971-72 by decile groups. The table clearly shows, for both
states, that in terms of the average value of assets, the absolute position of each decile group
has improved between 1961-62 and 1971-72 in both states. However, in Punjab the
percentage increase rises steeply as we move towards the higher decile groups. The increase
in the largest decile is extremely high compared with all other decile groups, especially the
lowest. This is not the case in Bihar; the percentage increase in the average value of assets
is strangely even throughout all asset groups (128.98 percent increase). In Punjab, the bottom
10 percent of the rural households improved their asset position by a small margin of 25
percent. We assume that this increase is in constant prices (this is not explicitly stated by
Pathak et. al.), signifying a small improvement in their asset status rather than a deterioration.
Compared to the Punjab, the lowest 10 percent in rural Bihar have substantially improved
their asset position. No explanation is given for either case.
In Punjab, only the top decile group has improved its share of total assets. In Bihar, the
share total assets between all decile groups has hardly changed. The various measures used
by Pathak et al. (1977) (eg., Gini Concentration Ratio, Thiel Entrophy, Eltelo-Frigye's and
Table 3.31
Asset-Group Distribution of Households by Occupational Classification, 1971-72
Rs.500-
Rs.1,000
Rs.1,000-
Rs.Z500
Rs.2,500- Rs.5,000- Rs.10,000 Rs.15,000- Rs.20,000- Rs.30,000- Rs.50,000- Rs.100,000
Rs.5,000 Rs.10,000 Rs.15,000 Rs.20,000 Rs.30,000 Rs.50,000 Rs.100,000 & up
State/Asset group
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
hold
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
(Percent)
Propor- Propor- Propor- Propor- Propor- Propor-
tion of tion of tion of tion of tion of tion of
house-
holds
(Percent)
house-
holds
(Percent)
house-
holds
(Percent)
house-
holds
(Percent)
house-
holds
(Percent)
house-
holds
(Percent)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Bihar
Cultivators
Non-cultivators*
All households
Punjab
Cultivators
Non-cultivators*
All households
2.5
35.1
8.9
4.1
2.3
5.1
28.0
9.6
0.3
7.3
4.3
15.0
24.8
16.9
1.5
27.9
16.5
17.8
6.5
15.6
4.5
30.0
19.1
20.2
2.7
16.8
8.5
15.7
12.6
11.3
2.8
9.3
7.2
15.1
5.9
6.8 8.5 6.5 4.8 1.7
5.6 6.9 5.3 3.9 1.4
4.9 12.4 16.8 26.1
2.9 6.4 8.9 12.8
17.9
8.3
All-India
Cultivators
Non-cultivators*
All households
2.0
35.5
11.3
3.7
20.6
8.4
12.8
22.7
15.5
18.2
10.8
16.1
23.1
5.7
18.3
12.7
4.7
9.7
7.6 8.3 6.4 3.9 1.3
5.7 6.2 4.8 2.9 1.0
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Up to
Rs.500
Source: Reserve Bank of India (1975), "All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72", Table No.1, pg. 219-221, pg. 273-275, and pg. 489-491.
*Note: Estimates for non-cultivator asset groups are given into only 6 asset-groups. Therefore, the last estimate given is for non-cultivator gouseholds with assets worth Rs.10,000 and above.
Table 3.32
Average Value of Assets of Decile Groups in Rural Punjab (Haryana) and Bihar
Bihar Punjab (Haryana)
Average Value of Assets (Rs.) % Share in the Aggregate Amount Average Value of Assets (Rs.) % Share in the Aggregate Amount
Decile Percent Percent Percent Percent
groups 1961-62 1971-72 change 1961-62 1971-72 change 1%1-62 1971-72 change 1961-62 1971-72 change
0- 10 106.44 243.73 128.98 0.19 0.19 0.00 167.53 209.55 25.08 0.16 0.07 -56.25
10-20 291.31 667.05 128.98 0.52 0.52 0.00 460.71 688.53 49.15 0.44 0.23 -47.73
20-30 504.20 1205.82 139.15 0.90 0.94 4.44 858.60 1347.13 56.90 0.82 0.45 -45.12
30-40 857.14 1911.36 122.99 1.53 1.49 -2.61 1382.13 2364.97 71.11 1.32 0.79 -40.15
40-50 1249.29 2860.63 128.98 2.23 2.23 0.00 2198.85 3801.91 72.90 2.10 1.27 -39.52
50-60 1859.93 4258.87 128.98 3.32 3.32 0.00 3224.98 6107.00 89.37 3.08 2.04 -33.77
60-70 2851.52 6529.41 128.98 5.09 5.09 0.00 5015.47 10118.46 101.74 4.79 3.38 -29.44
70- 80 4638.62 10621.52 128.98 8.28 8.28 0.00 8271.85 17961.76 117.14 7.90 6.00 -24.05
80-90 8403.30 19241.88 128.98 15.00 15.00 0.00 15276.75 36522.25 139.07 14.59 12.20 -16.38
90-100 35254.64 80726.10 128.98 62.93 62.93 0.00 67850.14 220241.13 224.60 64.80 73.57 13.53
All Rural 5602.20 12827.92 128.98 100.00 100.00 10470.70 29936.27 185.90 100.00 100.00
Households
Source: R.P. Pathak et. al., "Shifts in the Pattern of Asset Holdings of Rural Households, 1961-62 to 1971-72,"
Economic and Political Weekly, March 19,1977, pp.512-16.
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Kuznets' measures) all show high inequalities among households in both states, but noticeably
higher in Punjab than in Bihar.
However, this distribution analysis does not take into consideration the nature of the assets
owned, productive or non-productive, and therefore we use the following six tables (3.33a-
3.33f) which shows display some information about this aspect of asset holdings. We used
the RBI Report on Assets and Liabilities for 1971 in order to compile these tables. However,
since data was not available at the state-level for either Punjab nor Bihar, we used regional
data. Bihar is divided into three regions, South, North and Central Bihar. Out of these three
regions, we chose the southern region which is notoriously most poor and underdeveloped.
In Punjab, we chose the region, out of the choice of North and South, which is most
developed, viz. South Punjab. This method is in line with our controlled case study
methodology which we have employed throughout the whole study.
The most striking feature about the data recording the percentage of households reporting
ownership of an asset according to class of ownership group, is the predominance of
households in South Bihar reporting land as an asset which they hold (92.6 percent for all
households and 98.9 percent for cultivator households). Indeed, except for land, a larger
households, cultivators and non-cultivators, in the South Punjab report various assets as part
of their holdings than in South Bihar, signifying a greater diversification of economic
activities for house in the former than in the latter state. Land is an important asset for
households in South Bihar. The estimates for any household reporting land as an asset is
47.5 percent, and for cultivator households it is 88.1 percent. The low percentage of
households, both cultivator and non-cultivators, reporting land as an asset is mainly due to
the very low number of households in the lowest class reporting it as an asset. In Bihar, a
substantial portion of the same class of households reports land as part of their asset holdings.
The evidence in support of the diversification argument in Punjab can be seen when
examining Tables 3.33a-f which show estimates of cultivator and agricultural labourer
households reporting certain assets as part of their holdings. For all kinds of assets, except
land, cultivator households in Punjab are more likely to report to own than in Bihar. For
cultivator households, buildings and land are the most prominent assets in Southeastern
Bihar, with durable household assets a somewhat distant third, and in the South Punjab
buildings and livestock are nearly equal, with implements and machinery a very close third.
From these estimates we can argue that livestock, especially for the lower classes in Punjab,
is an added source of income, while less likely so in Bihar. Moreover, the fact that
machinery is so common for Punjabi cultivators signifies the increased capitalisation of
farming. It is interesting to note that the same relationships hold true for agricultural labourer
households in both states. These, of course, support our argument for diversification.
3.4 Conclusion
The diversification of the Punjabi economy as compared to the Bihari supports our earlier
argument that the nature of credit relations will be shaped by the economic vitality
surrounding the arena in which credit negotiations take place, and the opportunity to find
alternate sources of income, in case of crop failure for example, which could tide households
through the difficult times. In a monolithic and stagnant rural economy, too often the
moneylender becomes the source of capital which tides unfortunate households through these
times. As a result of having no option other than the moneylender for subsistence, poor
households are in a weak position to fairly negotiate the terms of the credit contract.
In this very sense, the household's access to productive assets, not necessarily land as we
have seen, is needed to escape or never enter into credit relations under the compulsion of
starvation. The next chapter will provide another picture, of how the arena for credit
negotiations is created if you will, of the this similar issue. Next, we will examine capital
accumulation of households in the rural economy. The results of this examination will tell
us whether the impetus has been set for a diverse and vibrant economy by looking at the
patterns of investment in Bihar and the Punjab.
Table 3.33a
Prportion of Households Reporting Individual Assets According to Amout of Land Owned, 1971 South Bihar
Land owned Percent Land Live- Implements Financial Building Vacant Durable Total Total
in acres of House- stock and assets house household assets Liabilities
holds machinery sites assets
ADl Households
Nil 1.9 0.8 35.8 27.2 18.5 17.1 - 81.9 94.9 12.4
0.01 -0.5 18.8 71.2 60.5 56.9 4.8 98.4 4.7 90.9 100.0 23.3
0.5 - 1.00 10.1 99.8 71.6 73.1 5.0 99.1 8.6 89.9 100.0 28.0
1.0 - 1.25 7.2 100.0 81.2 85.2 2.3 98.8 9.5 89.7 100.0 27.7
1.25 - 2.50 22.3 100.0 98.1 88.5 3.8 99.3 8.6 93.7 100.0 29.1
2.50-5.00 26.5 100.0 93.6 93.7 3.3 99.6 13.2 96.3 100.0 28.8
5.00-7.50 6.8 100.0 95.8 95.7 3.6 99.8 16.8 94.0 100.0 32.7
7.50 - 10.00 2.8 99.6 93.5 94.8 6.4 99.6 24.0 90.9 99.6 29.7
10.00 - 12.50 1.5 100.0 99.3 97.0 5.3 100.0 17.1 92.5 100.0 27.0
12.50 - 15.00 0.5 100.0 95.8 100.0 6.0 100.0 32.1 89.3 100.0 38.0
15.00 - 20.00 0.7 100.0 95.2 98.4 7.9 98.4 22.0 95.7 100.0 25.5
20.00 - 25.00 0.4 100.0 97.5 97.5 14.6 100.0 19.3 92.2 100.0 42.6
25.00 - 30.00 0.2 100.0 93.2 100.0 6.7 100.0 5.9 93.2 100.0 56.5
30.00 - 50.00 0.2 100.0 100.0 100.0 21.2 100.0 11.2 100.0 100.0 22.0
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50.00 & above 0.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 51.1 100.0 12.6 100.0 100.0 63.2
Total 100.0 92.6 82.5 82.0 4.4 97.6 10.4 92.9 99.9 27.7
Source: All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72: Assets and Liabilities.
*Estimates for agricultural labourers are given for only three plot size stratification. the last of these categories being 1.00 acre and above.
Proportion of Households Reporting Individual Assets According to the Amount of Land Owned, 1971
Land owned
in acres
Nil
0.01 -0.5
0.5-1.00
1.0- 1.25
1.25 - 2.50
2.50-5.00
5.00-7.50
7.50 - 10.00
10.00 - 12.50
12.50 - 15.00
15.00 - 20.00
20.00 - 25.00
25.00 - 30.00
30.00 - 50.00
50.00 & above
Land Live- Implements
stock
Percent
of House-
holds
5.8
46.8
0.8
1.6
3.5
6.9
9.9
6.1
4.8
2.8
5.1
2.7
1.5
1.4
0.4
0.8
83.2
100.0
96.2
100.0
100.0
98.5
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Table 3.33b
South Punjab
Financial
assets
All Households
AN Households
40.3
10.4
37.5
83.0
43.0
73.6
100.0
95.2
98.9
100.0
98.6
97.6
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Building
and
machinery
44.4
65.9
77.4
85.8
85.9
91.8
97.6
97.7
92.9
97.6
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Vacant
house
sites
22.3
99.2
60.6
100.0
100.0
98.5
99.3
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Durable
household
assets
100.0
99.4
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
98.2
100.0
98.6
100.0
100.0
100.0
93.9
100.0
100.0
Total
assets
16.8
30.0
16.9
21.0
26.6
28.6
33.7
25.6
43.3
24.1
42.9
45.7
43.6
43.4
Total
Liabilities
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Total 100.0 47.5 87.0 78.6 14.6 94.7 22.1 99.4 100.0 50.8
Source: All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72: Assets and Liabilities.
*Estimnates for agricultural labourers are given for only three plot size stratification. the last of these categories being 1.00 acre and above.
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6.8
11.1
11.8
14.3
16.7
11.4
16.5
21.5
25.9
30.8
24.3
21.6
25.3
53.4
69.2
42.0
43.7
44.7
47.4
64.9
47.1
56.8
48.4
65.5
52.6
53.5
56.7
Table 3.33c
Proportion of Cultivator Households Reporting Individual Assets According to Amount of Land Owned, 1! South Bihar
Land owned Percent Land Live- Implements Financial Building Vacant Durable Total Total
in acres of House- stock and assets house household assets Liabilities
holds machinery sites assets
Culgvators
Nil 0.4 3.8 100.0 55.9 22.8 55.9 - 55.9 100.0 33.1
0.01 -0.5 14.9 95.7 64.6 62.4 5.1 98.7 3.6 91.2 100.0 22.1
0.5 - 1.00 10.6 100.0 72.5 74.7 5.2 99.2 7.8 90.0 100.0 26.9
1.0 - 1.25 7.7 100.0 81.6 85.4 2.3 98.8 9.6 89.8 100.0 27.6
1.25 - 2.50 23.9 100.0 89.5 88.7 3.8 99.3 8.6 94.0 100.0 28.9
2.50-5.00 28.5 100.0 94.2 94.0 3.3 99.6 13.2 96.4 100.0 28.8
5.00-7.50 7.2 100.0 96.1 95.9 3.5 99.8 16.9 94.0 100.0 33.0
7.50 - 10.00 2.9 99.6 94.5 95.5 6.1 99.6 24.0 90.8 99.6 29.2
10.00 - 12.50 1.7 100.0 99.3 97.0 5.3 100.0 17.1 92.5 100.0 27.0
12.50 - 15.00 0.6 100.0 95.8 100.0 6.0 100.0 32.1 89.3 100.0 32.0
15.00 - 20.00 0.8 100.0 %.7 100.0 6.4 100.0 22.3 95.6 100.0 43.0
20.00 - 25.00 0.5 100.0 97.5 97.5 14.6 100.0 19.3 92.2 100.0 42.4
25.00 - 30.00 0.2 100.0 93.2 100.0 6.7 100.0 5.9 93.2 100.0 56.5
30.00 -50.00 0.2 100.0 100.0 100.0 21.2 100.0 11.2 100.0 100.0 22.0
50.00 & above 0.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 51.1 100.0 12.6 100.0 100.0 63.2
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Total 100.0 98.9 85.7 85.5 4.2 99.2 10.6 93.2 100.0 44.0
Source: All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72: Assets and Liabilities.
*Estmates for agricultural labourers are given for only three plot size stratification. the last of these categories being 1.00 acre and above.
Table 3.33d
Proportion of Cultivator Households Reporting Individual Assets According to Amount of Land Owned, 1971 South Punjab
Land owned Percent Land Live- Implements Financial Building Vacant Durable Total Total
in acres of House- stock and assets house household assets Liabilities
holds machinery sites assets
Cultivators
Nil 1.3 - 100.0 100.0 - 64.1 - 100.0 100.0 34.2
0.01 -0.5 10.9 4.5 100.0 97.0 11.5 99.1 25.0 100.0 100.0 59.1
0.5 - 1.00 0.4 83.2 100.0 100.0 - 100.0 51.8 100.0 100.0 48.2
1.0 - 1.25 2.0 100.0 73.0 91.7 10.5 100.0 26.3 100.0 100.0 51.3
1.25 - 2.50 5.4 96.2 100.0 93.2 7.9 100.0 17.9 100.0 100.0 39.0
2.50-5.00 12.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 10.9 98.3 26.6 100.0 100.0 44.5
5.00- 7.50 18.5 100.0 98.8 100.0 12.6 99.2 25.5 100.0 100.0 48.6
7.50 - 10.00 12.2 98.4 100.0 100.0 17.1 100.0 34.5 100.0 100.0 64.1
10.00 - 12.50 8.8 100.0 98.4 98.4 16.7 100.0 25.2 98.4 100.0 51.0
12.50 - 15.00 5.7 100.0 97.6 97.6 16.5 100.0 43.3 100.0 100.0 56.8
15.00 - 20.00 10.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 21.5 100.0 24.1 100.0 100.0 48.4
20.00 - 25.00 5.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 25.9 100.0 42.9 100.0 100.0 65.5
25.00 - 30.00 3.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 30.8 100.0 45.7 93.9 100.0 52.6
30.00 - 50.00 2.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 24.3 100.0 43.6 100.0 100.0 53.5
50.00 & above 0.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 21.6 100.0 43.4 100.0 100.0 56.7
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Total 100.0 88.1 99.0 98.9 15.1 99.1 29.1 99.7 100.0 52.4
Source: All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72: Assets and Liabilities.
*Estimates for agricultural labourers are given for only three plot size stratification. the last of these categories being 1.00 acre and above.
Table 3.33e
Proportion of Agricultural Labour Households Reporting Individual Assets According to Land Owned, 1971 South Bihar
Land owned Percent Land Live- Implements Financial Building Vacant Durable Total Total
in acres of House- stock and assets house household assets Liabilities
holds machinery sites assets
Agricutural Labourers
0.01 -0.5
0.5 & above
13.7
82.6
3.7
1.7
90.3
33.1
51.0
50.9
15.2
45.1
29.1
15.1
98.4
100.0
5.6
16.6
86.2
89.4
63.5
90.3
100.0
100.0
12.6
27.6
59.6
Total 100.0 4.8 48.6 40.4 - 87.0 5.2 88.0 98.7 26.7
Source: All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72: Assets and Liabilities.
*Estimates for agricultural labourers are given for only three plot size stratification. the last of these categories being 1.00 acre and above.
Table 3.33f
Proportion of Agricultural Labour Households Reporting Individual Assets According to Land Owned, 1971 South Punjab
Land owned Percent Land Live- Implements Financial Building Vacant Durable Total Total
in acres of House- stock and assets house household assets Liabilities
holds machinery sites assets
Agricultural Labourers
Nil 2.9 - 87.3 50.7 - 43.7 - 100.0 100.0 31.0
0.01 -0.5 94.5 - 86.7 54.3 2.1 100.0 15.5 99.3 100.0 60.7
0.5 & above 2.6 100.0 61.7 21.9 - 71.9 - 100.0 100.0 100.0
Total 100.0 2.6 86.0 55.3 2.0 97.7 14.6 99.3 100.0 60.9
Source: All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72: Assets and Liabilities.
*Estimates for agricultural labourers are given for only three plot size stratification. the last of these categories being 1.00 acre and above.
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Chapter 4
Capital Expenditure and Formation in Rural Households in Bihar and Punjab
The picture we presented in the previous chapter on the distribution of land and non-land
asset does relate to the manner in which capital is invested and accumulated --- the topic of
this chapter. In this chapter, we argue that the scope of private investment in the rural
economy is limited, for the most part, by the rural households controlling large plots of land
and other productive assets. These households are able to raise financial resources needed
for investment either through the retention of some of their surplus production, i.e. savings,
or, since they possess assets which can be put up as collateral and therefore present little risk
of default to lenders, these households have access to commercial and public sector credit at
lower interest rates than those found in the informal market.
The aim of this chapter is to determine the nature and extent of investment decisions and the
type of households, based on occupational and asset-group, which participate in investment
in rural Punjab and Bihar. This is important to the study of credit relations for two reasons.
First, because the investment behaviour of households provides clues to the mode in which
they obtain their income. In other words, the household's logic of economic activity. An
integral part of the nature of economic logic, addressed in earlier chapters, is the household's
mode of capital accumulation. If, for example, upper class rural households in Bihar sustain
capital accumulation through a system of land rents based on a system of landlord-tenant
relations, we should be able to detect this in capital expenditure patterns aimed at attaining
the rights to land. In comparison, if the process of accumulation in Punjab is shaped by
capitalist profits, heavy capitalisation of agriculture plus a diversification of investment into
other activities in the rural economy should indeed be apparent. As we have argued before,
the logic of economic activity, either based on land-rents or capitalist profits, influences the
nature of credit relations. For this reason, it is important to clearly establish the
characteristics of this logic to understand credit relations.
Second, capital accumulation and investments shape the character of the arena in which credit
relations are, and will be, negotiated. Earlier, we argued that an in agricultural economy in
which little investment is made in technologies aimed at minimising the uncertainties of
farming, households whose livelihood is dependent on agriculture will be subject to the
vagaries of nature. As a result, households are likely to have variable incomes from season
to season, and, at times, find themselves in debt to make up for poor agricultural harvests.
A credit market which functions in an area where potential borrowers are subject to high
variations in income and low productivity in agricultural production strongly favours the
borrower's ability to bargain forcefully on the terms of the credit contract.
In addition, an agricultural economy which is vibrant and receives continued productive
investment is likely to spurt activities, other than agriculturally based ones, in the rural
economy. In that sense, accumulation of productive capital assets affords households the
opportunity to spread their risks in various economic activities which can provide
supplemental household income. As we have argued before, the diversification of a
household's economic activities may be an effective way to avoid the need to take out loans
from the village moneylender, avoiding the creation of unnecessary credit relations.
Though impossible to pinpoint from the aggregated data we will examine all of the natural,
technical, or social constraints faced by rural households as they make investment decisions,
we will attempt to answer some important questions which are at the core of this section and
the study in particular, namely, questions about the differential effects of social institutions
on the economic behaviour of households based on their varied asset holdings and
occupational group.
4.1 The data on capital expenditures and formation, 1%1-62 and 1971-72
This section reviews the data on capital expenditures and formation in light of the arguments
presented above. The data presents estimates on expenditures of capital on assets aimed at
either increasing or maintaining a household's level of consumption, or capable of sustaining
or increasing production. These expenditures include purchases, repairs, replacements,
maintenance, and/or alterations of assets. The data also presents estimates of capital
formation. Capital formation, which is a portion of capital expenditures, refers only to
expenditures of capital which augment production or consumption. It will therefore be used
as a measure of capital accumulation. Since we do not have complete estimates of capital
formation (i.e., capital accumulation) by asset group, the purpose of examining capital
expenditures is to use these estimates as proxies for capital formation.
The data we shall be using are published surveys of the Reserve Bank of India on debt and
investment compiled in collaboration with the National Sample Survey Organisation.
However, this data limits our ability in creating a detailed and comprehensive picture of
investment activities in a variety of ways. For example, restrictions exist in determining the
type of capital expenditures made by the fact that data was collected on only three types of
expenditures, ie., capital expenditure on farm business, non-farm business, and in residential
plots and housing. By adopting this strict division of activities in capital expenditure and
formation, the survey may miss many important (though rudimentary) items. For example,
expenditures on rural household's dwelling and expenditures on productive activities are
sometimes one in the same. For a large number of poor agricultural households, farming is
not a business enterprise but a means of livelihood.
Moreover, estimates on rural capital formation may be underestimated since they are strictly
concemed with fixed capital formation in household enterprises and do not take into
consideration the extent of working capital in the hands of rural households. Capital
investments on the farm generally take place through small acquisitions, through activities
which lead to an improvement in their productive capacity. These investments are not so
much lump sum expenditures on acquisition of machineries and other capital assets. Capital
formation in an developing economy, should cover not only additions to fixed capital assets
but also additions in working capital such as the introduction of new crops and the
employment of hired labour, etc. Additions to working capital form a part of new
investments which are directed at increasing the level of production. Moreover, as a
substantial part of capital assets is created through family labour, labour on exchange and
material available on the farm, without involving money payments, any activity on the part
of the farmers which is not directed toward augmenting production and income may be taken
as an index of capital formation. Though the Surveys attempted to take into account these
factors, the use of subjective judgement in pricing non-monetary, capital accruing activities
lends itself to error.
Furthermore, though the data for 1961-62 and 1971-72 are comparable, the change in terms
and definitions used in the 1981-82 Survey does not allow for comparison unless a variety
of adjustments are made. There are also marked differences between the 1961-62, 1971-72
AIDIS and the one conducted in 1981-82, further hindering our ability to depict accurately
shifts in the pattern of capital formation. In the AIDIS, 1961-62 and 1971-72, no distinction
was made between purchases of old and new buildings. The entire expenditure on purchases
of buildings was excluded when deriving estimates for fixed capital formation in 1961-62 and
1971-72. In the AIDIS, 1981-82, distinction was made between normal repairs and major
repairs, the expenditure of the latter alone being recorded as accruing capital formation. In
the AIDIS, 1971-72, all repairs were considered under maintenance expenditure. As a result,
adjustments could not be made in order to compare needed the estimates for capital formation
for 1981-82 with those of the previous surveys. A more disaggregated set of data, needed
to make adjustments in the 1981-82 tables, was not available to us and we were forced to
disregard this data set altogether.
Data on the type of households incurring capital expenditures are limited by estimates
available in only seven asset-groups for the 1961-62 AIDIS, and eleven asset-groups for the
1971-72 AIDIS. Using these aggregated, state-level estimates, this section examines these
by asset-group and occupational classification to determine pattems of acquisition, repair and
replacement of capital in the rural sector of Bihar and the Punjab.
In order to compare the data on capital formation, we will be using estimates of gross capital
formation rather than net capital formation. While the estimates for net capital formation are
available in the 1971-72, these are not available for the 1961-62 AIRDIS. The 1961-62
AIRDIS, did not make allowances for capital depreciation, obsolescence and accidental
damage of fixed capital. The AIDIS, 1971-72 estimate gross fixed capital formation
presented for this comparative study are, therefore, unadjusted for depreciation as well as sale
and loss of assets. In the All-India Debt and Investment Survey (AIDIS), 1961-62, estimates
of fixed capital formation represented the capital expenditure excluding repairs and
replacement in the case of plant and machinery, repairs and annual replanting in the case of
orchards and plantations and repairs in the case of other items. The estimates for AIDIS
1971-72 were derived in the same manner as the estimates of the AIRDIS, 1961-62.
The most important limitation in presenting a comparative picture of fixed capital formation
arises from the marked rise in prices of all physical capital assets. Any realistic comparison
should be in terms of capital formation in real terms after adjustment for price rise with the
help of a suitable price deflator. As there are wide differences in price changes of different
physical assets, a common deflator for this purpose may be inappropriate. Separate price
deflators are needed for different constituent
items. All prices are in current prices.
4.2 Farm and non-farm business capital expenditures
Firstly, the data demonstrate a marked, though expected, pattern of capital expenditures and
capital formation in both states. The relative wealth of Punjabi households, as compared to
the much poorer households in Bihar and the nation, is evidenced by a much higher average
amount in capital expenditure per household. The estimates for the Punjab are, since 1961,
higher than those of India and certainly higher than the estimates for Bihar (see Table 4.21).
The estimates in capital formation (see Table 4.22) also demonstrate the same pattern.
Moreover, by examining the estimates for expenditures throughout the ten-year period, 1961-
71, differences between the average capital expenditure in Bihar and Punjab become even
more significant. For example, the average capital expenditure on farm business in 1961 for
cultivator households in Bihar was Rs. 8.6 And 50.4 in the Punjab. In 1971, Bihari
cultivators had an average expenditure of Rs. 17.5 and Rs. 561.2 in Punjab. Furthermore, the
percentage of households of all occupational groups reporting capital expenditures in farm
and non-farm business in the Punjab is always higher, in 1971, than in Bihar --- this was not
true in 1961, when the estimate for investment in farm activities was higher in Bihar than in
Punjab. The reason, for such increased investment activity, especially in farm business, may
be related to the new technologies being presented in Punjab between the late 1960's and the
Table 4.21
Average Capital Expenditure per Household in Farm and Non-farm Business and
Residential Plots and Housing
1961 1971
Farm Non-farm Residential plots Farm Non-farm Residential plots
Business Business and Housing Business Business and Housing
All Rural Households
59.2
55.3
Punjab
A:
B:
All-India
A:
B:
54.9
188.0
52.2
106.0
12.3
9.0
6.2
6.6
55.7
40.1
51.1
66.7
46.1
40.7
31.3
60.6
44.9
619.0
37.9
157.0
3.7
21.7
23.2
43.1
6.5
15.3
38.0
54.9
19.3
136.0
30.7
65.4
Cultivators
Bihar
72.5
69.2
Punjab
All-India
A:
B:
80.1
289.0
66.7
140.0
58.7
47.2
56.5
88.3
49.8
48.1
37.2
73.2
71.7
1160.0
48.6
206.0
3.5
25.6
18.8
51.6
6.0
16.8
38.7
60.4
19.8
197.0
34.0
77.1
Non-cultivators
Bihar
Punjab
A:
B:
All-India
A:
B:
11.7
5.6
18.8
42.2
12.2
15.4
18.8
14.6
8.0
6.9
45.1
14.6
43.2
35.7
36.0
20.5
17.5
80.5
8.4
21.9
27.5
34.7
7.8
11.3
34.9
30.2
18.9
75.0
21.5
32.8
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Bihar
Source: Reserve Bank of India, "Capital Expenditure and Capital Formation" (1965, 1977, 1985), Table 23, pg. 178, Tables I
A= Proportion of households reporting (percent)
B= Average per household (Rs.)
Table 4.22
Average Capital Formation per Household in Farm and Non-farm Business and
Residential Plots and Housing
1961 1971
Farm Non-farm Residential Plots Farm Non-farm Residential Plots
Business Business and Housing Business Business and Housing
All Rural Households
2.0
3.1
4.5
5.5
2.3
4.4
14.4
14.4
4.8
21.2
5.4
41.6
4.2
22.1
0.9
12.6
26.3 9.1
255.7 35.7
14.9
46.1
3.0
16.1
6.8
122.3
4.0
37.7
Cultivators
17.2
17.5
5.4
25.9
6.7
57.5
4.7
27.0
0.8
15.2
50.2 8.0
561.2 59.2
19.3
61.8
1.9
10.9
3.1
18.5
6.9
197.8
4.4
44.9
Non-cultivators
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Bihar
A:
B:
Punjab
A:
B:
All-India
A:
B:
12.7
6.8
28.0
30.6
18.1
24.3
Bihar
A:
B:
Punjab
A:
B:
All-India
A:
B:
15.1
8.6
45.3
50.4
23.3
32.7
Bihar
A:
B:
Punjab
A:
B:
All-India
A:
B:
2.0
0.4
7.8
18.7
2.5
4.4
3.7
18.8
2.7
8.8
1.3
0.7
9.9
17.4
3.0
6.2
2.5
18.4
6.7
63.7
2.8
17.7
Source: Reserve Bank of India, "Capital Expenditure and Capital Formation" (1965 and 1977), Table 23, pg. 178,
A= Proportion of households reporting (percent)
B= Average per household (Rs.)
early 1970's. These new technologies were a part of the Green Revolution technologies
which were adopted in Punjab between the period of the two surveys. These technologies
are more capital intensive than previous techniques and can therefore, account for the more
significant differences in the average amount of expenditure which emerge between the
Punjab and Bihar.
Other statistics on capital formation and expenditures tell a mixed story. We would expect,
and indeed have seen, lower participation by rural households in Bihar on capital
expenditures. We should also expect that the rates of capital formation are lower for Bihar
than the Punjab for certain, and maybe for All-India also. Indeed, we have that too.
However the rate of growth of capital expenditure is slightly surprising, and we turn to these
first.
Rural India's total expenditure on the acquisition, replacement, and repair of physical assets
in the farm and non-farm business, as well as residential plots and houses, increased by 81
percent between 1961 and 1971, from Rs. 11,024 million to 19,933 million (see Table 4.23).
In comparison, Bihar reported a 48 percent increase (see Table 4.24), and the Punjab had a
slightly higher increase in capital expenditure (see Table 4.25) than Bihar's (a 53 percent
increase).
For the country as a whole, the 1961-1971 increase of Rs. 8,910 million is accounted mostly
by an increase in capital expenditure on farm business (Rs. 4800 million, constituting 54
Table 4.23
All-India
Trends in Aggregate Capital Expenditure ---- 1961-1971 (Rs. millions)
All
Cultivator Non-cultivator Rural Households
Item 1961 1971 1961 1971 1961 1971
1. Fann Business 7021.0 11649.0 281.0 449.0 7302.0 12098.0
69.0% 63.6% 33.1% 27.9% 66.2% 60.7%
2. Non-farm 733.0 2301.0 193.0 492.0 926.0 2793.0
business 7.2% 12.6% 22.8% 30.5% 8.4% 14.0%
3. Residential plots 2422.0 4372.0 374.0 670.0 2796.0 5042.0
and houses 23.8% 23.9% 44.1% 41.6% 25.4% 25.3%
Total 10176.0 18322.0 848.0 1611.0 11024.0 19933.0
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Note: Figures in percentages indicate proportion to total of the corresponding column.
Source: Reserve Bank of India, "All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1961-62, 1971-72".
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Table 4.24
Bihar
Trends in Aggregate Capital Formation ---- 1%1-1971 (Rs. millions)
All
Cultivator Non-cultivator Rural Households
Item 1961 1971 1961 1971 1%1 1971
1. Farm Business 349.0 536.0 9.0 5.7 358.0 541.0
52.6% 41.3% 20.0% 8.2% 50.6% 39.4%
2. Non-farm 21.0 188.0 13.0 6.2 34.0 194.0
business 3.2% 14.5% 28.9% 9.0% 4.8% 14.1%
3. Residential plots 293.0 574.0 23.0 57.2 316.0 639.0
and houses 44.2% 44.2% 51.1% 82.8% 44.6% 46.5%
Total 663.0 1298.0 45.0 69.1 708.0 1374.0
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Note: Figures in percentages indicate proportion to total of the corresponding column.
Source: Reserve Bank of India, "All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1961-62 and 1971-72".
Table 4.25
Punjab
Trends in Aggregate Capital Formation ---- 1%1-1971 (Rs. millions)
All
Cultivator Non-cultivator Rural Households
Item 1961 1971 1961 1971 1961 1971
1. Farm Business 430.0 963.0 47.0 66.0 477.0 1029.0
73.8% 76.9% 46.1% 46.5% 69.5% 73.8%
2. Non-farm 9.0 55.0 16.0 32.0 25.0 87.0
business 1.5% 4.4% 15.7% 22.5% 3.6% 6.2%
3. Residential plots 144.0 235.0 39.0 110.0 184.0 345.0
and houses 24.7% 18.8% 38.2% 77.5% 26.8% 24.7%
Total 583.0 1253.0 102.0 142.0 686.0 1395.0
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Note: Figures in percentages indicate proportion to total of the corresponding column.
Source: Reserve Bank of India, "All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1961-62 and 1971-72".
percent of the total increase), followed by increases in expenditures in residential plots and
houses. However, neither Bihar nor the Punjab followed these national trends. In Bihar,
there was an increase in total capital expenditures of Rs. 666 million. Of that total, Rs. 323
million of this increase is accounted for in expenditures in residential housing and plots,
constituting nearly 50 percent of the total increase. As can be seen in Table 3.23, capital
expenditures on residential plots and housing has been steadily increasing at the expense of
expenditures on farm business throughout the decade.
The Punjab presents a different picture altogether (see Table 3.25). Seventy-one percent of
the increase in capital expenditures is accounted for by increases in farm expenditures; the
total increase was Rs. 775 million, and the increase in farm expenditures for the same period
was Rs. 552 million, more than three times the Rs. 161 million increase in expenditures
residential plots and housing. Though farm activities explained a large part of the total
increase in total capital expenditures, it lost a portion of the total capital expenditures to non-
farm activities. These estimates confirm the apparent trend toward economic diversification
taking place in the Punjab; more on this point later.
At the national level, as well as in Bihar and in the Punjab, fewer households reported capital
expenditures in farm business altogether. In the case of farm business at the national level,
the decline in the proportion of households reporting expenditures is clear; from 52.2 percent
in 1961 down to 37.9 percent in 1971. The decline is sharpest in cultivator households at the
All-India level. In 1961, 66.7 percent of cultivator households reported expenditures in farm
business. The proportion declined to 48.6 percent in 1971. Non-cultivator households held
relatively steady, undergoing a decline between 1961 and 1971 from 12.2 to 8.4 percent.
Bihar's drop in the number of rural households reporting capital expenditures in farm
business was dramatic. Bihar began with 59.2 percent of all rural households reporting
capital expenditures in farm business in 1961, declining to 31.3 percent in 1971 and even
further, to 29.5 percent, in 1981. Cultivators were mostly responsible for this drop. In 1961,
72.5 percent of them reported expenditures; a precipitous decline occurred primarily between
1961 and 1971. Unlike cultivator households, the proportion of non-cultivators held relatively
steady, much like national trend, experiencing a discernable dip between 1961 and 1971. The
decline between 1961 and 1971 was most likely due to flood conditions which adversely
affected the level of income of cultivators and their ability to incur capital expenditures out
of their savings.
The Punjab duplicated national trends. The proportion of households reporting capital
expenditures declined, cultivator households were responsible for the decline, and non-
cultivator households held their relative position.
When taken together, these trends signal important changes. Previously we argued that for
the first decade, the increases in total capital expenditures for rural, Indian households were
accounted for by increases farm business expenditures. At the same time, the estimates show
that fewer households spent capital to acquire farm business assets in 1971 when compared
to 1961. In Bihar the estimates show that a smaller proportion of households report
expenditures in farm business, but the major portion of increases in total capital expenditures
came from expenditures in residential housing and plots.
The Punjab presents an interesting case. The first decade's increase in total capital
expenditure was mostly from expenditures in the acquisition of farm business assets. At the
same time, the proportion of households reporting expenditures in farm business declined by
10 points (see Table 4.24).
If we examine non-farm business expenditures, the All-India estimates reveal two important
changes set in motion in the rural economy, arguably, by planned development efforts to
diversify agriculture and reduce the pressure on land use as the sole source of income in rural
areas. Firstly, Table 4.21 illustrates evidence of a distinct shift of expenditure away from
farm business and in favour of non-farm business and residential structures. Thus, judged
as a proportion of total expenditure in 1961 and 1971, the percentage share of expenditure
in farm business, though continuing to occupy the predominant position, came down to 60.7
percent in 1971 from 66.2 percent in 1961. This trend is also apparent in Bihar and the
Punjab, where in the former case farm business expenditures constituted 50.6 and 39.4
percent of aggregate capital expenditures in 1961 and 1971. In the case of the Punjab, farm
business expenditures were 69.5 and 70.4 in 1961 and 1971, respectively.
Most of the increase in expenditure on non-farm business, at the national level, was
accounted for by the rise in expenditure by cultivator households, reflecting the diversification
by farmers into non-farm business. For non-farm business expenditures for cultivator
households, expenditures increased by 68 percent between 1961 and 1971. For non-cultivator
households, the increases were 61 percent. At the same time, more rural households were
reporting capital expenditures in non-farm businesses, and though cultivator households made
up the largest portion of the total increase in capital expenditures in this category, both the
proportion of cultivator and non-cultivator expenditures increased at almost equal rates.
Unlike the national trend where cultivator households accounted for the increase in non-farm
capital expenditures, Bihar and the Punjab illustrate quite different trends when compared to
the nation and between themselves. Indeed, Bihar's non-cultivator households opted to
decrease their expenditures of capital in non-farm business between 1961 and 1971, inducing
a decline of 77 percent in capital expenditures. Meanwhile, cultivator households increased
their acquisition of non-farm business assets by 89 percent. Also, the proportion of
cultivators spending to acquire assets in non-farm business activities declined from 7.6
percent in 1961 to 3.5 percent in 1971. Non-cultivators followed similar trends, with a
proportion of 8.9 then 4.7, reporting capital expenditures in non-farm business activities. As
a result, all of Bihar's rural households demonstrated this pattem of decline and rise in non-
farm business capital expenditures between the two decades.
For the ten years of our study, Punjab also did not follow the national trends, cultivator
households spent 83 percent more in non-farm business in 1971 than in 1961, while non-
cultivators spent 100 percent more. Moreover, the proportion of cultivators and non-
cultivators reporting capital expenditures in non-fann business increased, for the most part,
throughout the period of ten years.
4.3 The distribution of capital expenditures and capital formation by asset groups
An analysis of the Punjab's distribution of capital investment and accumulation activities, as
compared to the experience in Bihar, seems to substantiate Chadha's assertion that
development in Punjab has been mainly aimed at wealthy households. As our estimates on
investment activity of households stratified into several asset groups, the distribution of
investment activity in the Punjab becomes highly inequitable, favouring higher asset groups,
between 1961-1971. In addition, this unequal distribution is quite significant when compared
to similar estimates for Bihar. We begin first with an analysis of the distribution of
investment activities by households stratified into different asset groups, and we follow it with
an analysis of investment activity stratified into occupational groups.
The data on the distribution of capital expenditures presented by asset group stratification for
business and non-business activities is displayed in Tables 4.31, 4.32, 4.33, and 4.34. In
1961, Bihari households of any occupational group, owning assets worth up to Rs. 5,000
made up 27.7 percent of the capital expenditure in business. In Punjab, the same households
made up only 18.2 percent of the total expenditures. In non-farm business activities, the
same set of households, at the same period in Bihar, make up 30.9 percent of capital
expenditures, and their counterparts in the Punjab make up 49.1 percent. The estimates
Table 4.31
Percentage Share of Each Asset Group in the Total Capital Expenditure in Farm Business, 1961-62
less than Rs. 500 Rs. 500-Rs.1,000 Rs. 1,000-Rs.2,500 Rs. Z500-Rs.,000 Rs. 5,000-Rs.10,000 Rs. 10,000-Rs.20,000 Rs. 20,000 and above All asset groups
Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of
tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset
house- group in house- group in house- group in house- group in house- group in house- group in house- group in house- group in
State/ Asset group holds the total holds the total holds the total holds the total holds the total holds the total holds the total holds the total
reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Bihar
Cultivators 19.0 0.7
Non-cultivators 9.3 12.4
All households 13.5 1.1
24.4 1.9
14.5 14.2
21.5 2.2
39.8 11.2 55.9 13.0
12.2 23.8 15.2 9.5
35.5 11.5 53.0 12.9
68.9 22.9
18.3 36.0
66.1 23.2
78.2 15.5
10.0 1.3
76.2 15.2
90.9 34.8
7.1 2.7
88.6 34.0
51.0 100.0
11.3 100.0
42.5 100.0
Punjab
Cultivators 21.0 0.1
Non-cultivators 8.4 5.5
All households 9.2 0.6
41.0 0.6
16.2 14.1
20.6 1.9
50.4 4.5
19.3 24.1
30.4 6.4
66.8 8.8
21.7 13.8
52.0 9.3
72.3 18.8
23.2 18.7
61.6 18.8
77.6 24.3 84.4 42.9
24.7 9.8 29.0 14.0
69.9 22.9 78.9 40.1
71.4 100.0
17.8 100.0
49.4 100.0
All-India
Cultivators 25.2 0.6
Non-cultivators 9.1 12.9
All households 13.4 1.2
35.5 1.9
11.6 16.9
25.4 2.6
45.1 8.4
14.6 32.1
38.9 9.4
58.0 14.7
14.0 15.1
53.6 14.7
65.7 21.0
19.0 11.1
62.2 20.6
75.4 22.1
21.0 6.2
72.5 21.4
85.0 31.3
24.1 5.8
81.5 30.2
55.5 100.0
11.6 100.0
43.8 100.0
Source: Reserve Bank of India (1965), "All-Indian Debt and Investment Survey, 1961-62", Statement No.4, pg. 34-35
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Table 4.32
Percentage Share of Each Asset Group in the Total Capital Expenditure in Non-Farm Business, 1961-62
less than Rs. 500 Rs. 500-Rs.1,000 Rs. 1,000-Rs.2,500 Rs. 2,500-Rs.5,000 Rs. 5,000-Rs.10,000 Rs. 10,000-Rs.20,000 Rs. 20,000 and above All asset groups
Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of Propor- Share of
tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset tion of the asset
house- group in house- group in house- group in house- group in house- group in house- group in house- group in house- group in
State/ Asset group holds the total holds the total holds the total holds the total holds the total holds the total holds the total holds the total
reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Bihar
Cultivators 2.9
Non-cultivators 4.5
All households 3.8
4.2 3.1
12.6 5.7
6.7 4.1
6.2 10.9
15.5 21.1
7.6 14.9
7.7 14.3
10.5 2.1
7.9 9.6
9.9 23.8
11.7 41.1
10.0 30.6
8.5 22.4
20.0 23.2
8.8 22.7
14.8 24.5
21.4 2.3
15.0 15.8
7.3 100.0
8.5 100.0
7.6 100.0
Punjab
Cultivators 5.3
Non-cultivators 11.4
All households 11.0
2.4 0.3
10.3 5.0
8.9 3.4
5.8 6.2
18.6 29.8
14.0 21.8
6.7 7.0
24.3 29.4
12.5 21.8
7.6 20.2
31.8 12.9
12.9 15.4
8.2 35.1
30.3 8.0
11.5 17.2
10.1 31.0
32.3 11.9
12.3 18.4
7.8 100.0
18.4 100.0
12.1 100.0
All-India
Cultivators 2.8
Non-cultivators 3.6
All households 3.4
4.3 6.9
13.2 22.6
6.1 11.4
5.2 8.9
14.0 13.1
6.1 10.0
6.0 16.4
11.6 14.6
6.4 15.9
Source: Reserve Bank of India (1965), "All-Indian Debt and Investment Survey, 1961-62", Statement No.4, pg. 34-35
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7.0 20.7
18.0 11.3
7.6 18.0
10.6 45.3
21.4 23.0
11.2 39.0
5.4 100.0
7.7 100.0
6.0 100.0
Table 4.33
Percentage Share of Each Asset Group in the Total Capital Expenditure in Farm Business, 1971-72
Rs. 500-Rs.1,000 Rs. 1,000-Rs.2,500 Rs. 2,500-Rs.5,000 Rs. 5,000-Rs.10,000 Rs. 10,000-Rs.15,000 Rs.15,000-Rs. 20,000
State/ Asset group
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
die asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Bihar
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
4.4
4.7
4.6
0.1
12.7
0.2
17.8 0.7
4.6 18.5
10.8 0.8
21.8 2.9
4.7 28.6
17.1 3.1
33.2 8.6
6.5 30.0
31.2 8.9
37.4 11.6
2.0 0.1
36.5 11.5
37.9 10.4
3.2 10.2
37.1 10.4
53.0 10.6
51.4 10.5
Punjab
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
17.2 5.0
16.7 0.3
38.4 0.3
18.3 22.9
19.1 1.8
63.5 0.5
17.7 19.1
22.5 1.7
65.3 2.0
18.9 17.7
33.1 3.0
All-India
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
16.0 0.2
6.3 10.1
7.7 0.6
21.7 0.3
8.2 15.4
12.7 0.9
31.8 2.4
9.4 29.1
23.0 3.4
40.2 6.4
10.8 16.2
35.2 6.8
49.9 12.9
10.9 15.1
46.8 12.9
54.5 11.8
11.9 14.2
52.4 11.6
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Up to Rs. 500
70.1 2.2
22.7 35.1
46.3 2.8
66.7 1.8
62.1 1.9
Source: Reserve Bank of India (1975), "All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72", Table No.1, pg. 219-221, pg. 273-275, and pg. 489-491.
57.0 9.0
58.5 8.7
Table 4.33
Percentage Share of Each Asset Group in the Total Capital Expenditure in Farm Business, 1971-72
Rs.20,000-Rs.30,000
State/ Asset group
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Rs.30,000-Rs.50,000
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Rs.50,000-Rs.100,000
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Rs. 100,000 & up
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
All asset groups
Propor- Share of
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Bihar
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
49.0 11.0
48.5 11.0
56.0 14.5
55.3 14.3
63.8 15.1
63.2 14.9
67.6 14.5
67.6 14.3
37.2 100.0
15.4 100.0
31.3 100.0
Punjab
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
77.5 4.2 85.9 9.4 90.2 32.1
66.1 4.1 73.1 8.8 84.8 30.4
89.8 47.5
85.5 45.2
80.7 100.0
18.2 100.0
45.5 100.0
All-India
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
61.9 12.3
60.3 11.9
66.3 15.2
64.7 14.7
71.7 10.5
70.0 16.0
78.7 13.0
76.8 12.6
48.6 100.0
8.4 100.0
37.9 100.0
Page 90 nc
Source: Reserve Bank of India (1975), "All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72", Table No.1, pg. 219-221, pg. 273-275, and pg. 489-491.
Table 4.34
Percentage Share of Each Asset Group in the Total Capital Expenditure in Non-Farm Business, 1971-72
State/ Asset group
Up to Rs. 500
Propor- Share of
tion of the asset
house- group in
holds the total
reporting
(Percent) (Percent)
Rs. 500-Rs.1,000
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Rs. 1,000-Rs.2,500
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Rs. 2,500-Rs.5,000
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Rs. 5,000-Rs.10,000
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Rs. 10,000-Rs.15,000
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Rs.15,000-Rs. 20,000
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Bihar
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
16.5
0.5
0.1
20.3
0.8
1.0
15.9
1.5
1.2
35.2
2.2
2.7 0.6
2.8 0.6
Punjab
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
16.1
15.8
23.8
23.2
31.3 0.5
24.7 16.4
25.0 6.4
20.2 0.6
35.4 27.8
33.8 10.6
31.6 2.6
51.0 25.3
45.1 11.0
40.1 13.0
40.6 25.4
45.9 10.3
Al-India
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
4.7 4.5
15.1 17.9
6.5 7.1
5.6 12.4
18.7 15.9
6.6 13.1
6.6 7.7
16.0 28.1
7.1 7.3
6.3 4.2
6.5 4.0
0.3
12.6
2.7
2.1
19.0
5.4
34.2 3.2
35.9 3.5
Source: Reserve Bank of India (1975), "All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72", Table No.1, pg. 219-221, pg. 273-275, and pg. 489-491.
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Table 4.34
Percentage Share of Each Asset Group in the Total Capital Expenditure in Non-Farm Business, 1971-72
Rs.20,000-Rs.30,000 Rs.30,000-Rs.50,000 Rs.50,000-Rs.100,000 Rs. 100,000 & up
State/ Asset group
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Sham of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
Propor-
tion of
house-
holds
reporting
(Percent)
Share of
the asset
group in
the total
(Percent)
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Bihar
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
5.4 7.3 5.1 1.8 6.0 5.6 16.7 78.2
5.5 7.2 5.0 1.7 5.9 5.4 16.7 75.6
Punjab
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
22.5 7.4 19.4 11.0 38.8 30.5
26.1 6.3 21.2 9.2 34.8 20.2
40.0 31.3
38.9 20.7
31.0 100.0
18.2 100.0
32.6 100.0
All-India
Cultivators
Non-cultivators
All households
7.6 9.6 8.9 19.1
8.0 9.1 9.0 15.9
11.5 14.5
11.6 13.3
18.5 25.6
18.3 20.9
6.0 100.0
8.4 100.0
6.5 100.0
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All asset groups
100.0
100.0
100.0
Source: Reserve Bank of India (1975), "All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72", Table No.1, pg. 219-221, pg. 273-275, and pg. 489-491.
clearly show that the distribution of non-farm business activities is more evenly distributed
among households of different asset groups in both states than the distribution of farm
business activities. However, the distribution of non-farm business capital expenditures are
nearly equally shared by lower asset-group Punjabi households as by higher asset-group ones.
Moreover, the distribution of non-farm activities is more equitably distributed in Punjab than
in Bihar. In comparison, farm business activities expenditures are more evenly distributed
in Bihar than in Punjab.
Our hypothesis for this paradoxical distribution of capital expenditures in farm and non-farm
businesses will be further when we look at the distribution of capital expenditures based on
occupational groups, but we will present it here. To a much greater extent in Punjab than
in Bihar, occupational class correlates rather highly with the type of economic activity in
which the household participates, i.e. non-cultivator households are heavily involved in non-
farm business activities and cultivator households are involved mostly in farm activities (this
observation is clearly demonstrated by the proportion of households reporting capital
expenditures in the tables for this section). This observation once coupled with the fact that
non-cultivators in Punjab are generally in the lowest asset group, and their distribution by
asset groups is clumped around the middle asset groups, explains the more equitable
distribution of capital expenditures in non-farm activities in Punjab. In Bihar, cultivator
households are only slightly less likely to participate in non-farm activities than non-cultivator
households.
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There are significant changes in the distribution of expenditures present in the 1971-72
Survey (Tables 4.33 and 4.34). The estimates show that the distribution of farm business
capital expenditures in Punjab became highly skewed to the higher asset groups. The highest
four asset groups in Punjab make up 93.2 percent of the capital expenditures in farm
business. In Bihar, these households comprise 55.1 percent of total capital expenditures.
These disparities have become significant in the case of Punjab, while they are relatively
stable in Bihar. These changes substantiate Chadha's (1986) assertion that the development
brought on by the Green Revolution was aimed at the highest at the highest classes --- it is
apparent who are investing heavily in farm activities.
In non-farm business, expenditures are once again slightly more equitably distributed in both
states. While Punjabi in the first seven asset groups households comprise 9.6 percent of
capital expenditures in non-farm business, in Bihar the same set of households share 45.4
percent of the total spending. In the case of Punjab this is a dramatic change from 1961.
However, it must be pointed out that the proportion of households in the first three asset
groups is rather small, therefore by the sheer number of the households which comprise this
asset group, they will never have a large portion of the share of expenditures. It must also
be pointed out that distribution of non-farm business expenditures among non-cultivator
households is markedly more equitable than in among all households. For example, Punjabi
households owning assets up to Rs. 2,500 comprise 30.9 percent of total expenditures. In
comparison the distribution of expenditures, in Bihar, among non-cultivators, is more
equitably distributed --- households owning up to Rs. 2,500 comprise 40.3 percent of non-
business expenditures.
4.4 Distribution analysis of capital expenditures and fornation by occupational class
This section substantiates the explanation we offered above on the patterns of distribution of
capital expenditures in farm and non-farm business. To those assertions we add another, the
data presented shows that the distribution of capital expenditures and formation based on
occupational groups id more equitably distributed for the Punjab than Bihar. In light of this
and the evidence of distribution by asset-groups, we hypothesize that occupational classes do
not correlate as highly with asset-holding class as in Bihar.
We turn to tables presented in Section 4.2 of this chapter. Simple division among columns
yields the distributions of particular capital expenditures and patters of accumulation based
on occupational groups.! We find that in Punjab, though cultivator households are
predominant in their share of either capital formation and expenditure, they are less so than
in Bihar. The same pattern is apparent in the figures for capital formation.
In Punjab, the distribution of investment and capital accumulation based on occupational
groups does not coincide with the asset-group distribution for two reasons. The first is that
non-cultivator households are a much larger proportion of the rural population in Punjab than
in Bihar (see Table 4.41). Therefore, a distribution based solely on occupational groups
'For example in Table 3.16, by talng the number found in the 191, cultivator, 1961 sub-column, and farm business
row (430), and diving this figure with the All Rural Households column, 1%1 sub-column and Pm Business row (477),
we obtain the percentage shae of capital expenditue on farm business made up by cultivator households in Punjab.
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would indeed be more evenly divided in Punjab, since the population of the state is divided
in half.
Table 4.41
Proportion of Cultivators and Non-cultivators among Rural Households
State Cultivators Non-cultivators
1961 1971 1961 1971
Bihar 78.2 80.4 21.8 19.6
Punjab 58.9* 42.9 41.1* 57.1
All-India 73.4 72.4 26.6 27.6
Source: Reserve Bank of India (1965, 1977), All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1961-62,
1971-72, Statement 1, pg. 29, and Table 1 pg. 11, respectively.
*1961-62 estimates for Punjab include Haryana.
The second reason was mentioned before; those involved in non-farm activities in Punjab,
have a wider variety of productive assets than similar households in Bihar. Therefore, there
seems to be a more clear demarcation of non-cultivators investing in and accumulating non-
farm related assets in Punjab than in Bihar. This backed up not only by the data we have
presented in this chapter, but also in the previous chapter. What this implies is that the
occupation of the households, rather than the assets they own, is more of a determinant in the
prosperity of the households in Bihar as compared to the Punjab.
We assume that the rate of capital accumulation is positively correlated with the profitability
of the activity in which capital is accumulated. We detenine this rate by taking the amount
spent of on capital formation of certain business and divide it by the amount of capital
expenditure on the same activity. By examining these percentages of capital formation to
capital expenditure between cultivator and non-cultivator households in both states, we see
that the rate of capital accumulation is much higher in all instances in Punjab than in Bihar.
Also noticeable, is the disparities in the rate of capital formation in Bihari cultivators as
compared to non-cultivators, in non-farm business, which has emerged in 1971 (5.9 percent
for cultivators and 1.6 percent for non-cultivators). Moreover, the rate of capital
accumulation in farm business for non-cultivators in Bihar surpassed the rate for non-farm
business in 1971. Punjabi non-cultivators in 1971, underwent a higher rate of capital
accumulation in non-farm business, augmenting the rate from the previous ten years.
4.5 Conclusions
We should not build elaborate hypothetical palaces on such a weak structure of data, but from
the cursory examination of the estimates we have reviewed, we can at least say that many of
the assertions which we put forth at the beginning of this chapter have, at the very least, not
been contradicted. Building from the distribution data provided in the previous chapter, we
once again substantiated the observation that assets are indeed more inequitably distributed
in Punjab as compared to Bihar. This was demonstrated through an distribution analysis of
capital expenditures, by asset-groups, in both states. However, as in the previous chapters,
there was an apparent diversity of investment activity into a variety of assets in Punjab as
compared to Bihar. The predominance of investment in residential housing and plots in Bihar
may confirm out assertion that Bihar is not an internally dynamic economy, while estimates
for Punjab showing that investment into farm and non-farm activities confirms the opposite.
The stated aim of this chapter was to determine the logic of economic activity of different
households in these two states. While it was difficult to with the data which stratifies
households by asset groups, it was clear that a pattern of economic logic emerged from the
dividing households into occupational groups. Once divided this way, it was apparent that
households in Punjab specialised in certain activities based on their occupation non-
cultivators in non-farm activities and cultivators in farm business. From the rates of capital
accumulation, it that non-farm business activities may be nearly as profitable in Punjab than
farm business activities. This is certainly not the case in Bihar. The rate of capital
accumulation is substantially higher in farm business activities than in non-farm ventures.
Therefore, the rural economy of Bihar is still heavily dependent on farming and cultivation,
and land is most likely to remain a most desirable asset.
We argued that the kinds of assets distributed among rural households are important.
Households which possess a variety of productive assets are able to spread their risks over
a wider array of production and exchange markets. Therefore, these households are not
reliant on the health of a single aspect of the rural economy, such as agriculture for example.
And, once again, households diversifying their risks have a variety of sources, other than
credit, from which they can draw in time of need. In summary, access to productive assets
allows a household a certain degree of control over their own means of obtaining income.
We conclude, not with a high level of confidence, that many of our assertions about the
economic logic which prevails in Bihar and Punjab are not contradicted by the data. Indeed,
the rural economy of Punjab seems to have diversified and incorporated many of the
households. In Bihar, the economy is still predominantly based on agricultural activities, and
therefore so are the social relations which surround these activities. How the differing social
relations affect credit markets and display themselves in measures activity in these markets
is the topic of our next chapter.
Chapter 5
Rural Credit in Punjab and Bihar
The extent or level of borrowing and debt among farmers is a function of a number of
variables; size of cultivated holding, level of current farm expenditure, extent of irrigation,
monetisation of the economy, normalcy of the agricultural season, intensity of cropping, and
the amount a household owns and saves in liquid resources. The credit operation of farmers
is the end result of the cumulative influences of these variables. Some are directly correlated
among themselves while others may nullify the effects of the other. For example, we would
expect that higher levels of irrigation and monetisation would result in higher current farm
expenditure per acre. A high intensity of cropping could also be correlated with a high level
of irrigation. These farmers may, prima facie, be expected to lead to a high level of credit
operation. At the same time, year-round agricultural operations due to a high level of
intensity of cropping would also result in periodical flows of cash due to sales of crops,
season after season, reducing the need for borrowing. A higher level of monetisation of the
economy may be expected to lead to higher level of credit operation in cash than in a
situation where farm business is carried out mainly with farm or home-produced inputs. On
the other hand, unfavourable seasonal conditions may necessitate large sections of farmers
to resort to borrowing in the event of crop failure even if the degree of monetisation is low.
Given the factors we have listed above, such as monetisation, level of current farm
expenditure, extent of irrigation, and the larger sizes of cultivated holdings, we expect
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cultivator households in Punjab to be more active in the credit market. However, we also
find that landless agricultural households, in Punjab, who are heavily indebted when measured
as a ratio of debt to assets. Since these are landless households, it is likely that the
households exchange credit for labour services. It is paradoxical to find that in an economy
with alternative, and comparatively profitable, means of employment and income there are
households that are so heavily in debt. We offer two, alternative theoretical explanations
since our data is not conclusive.' The data is obtained from the Rural Labour Enquiry, 1974-
75, which undertaken by the NSSO. This survey looks specifically at agricultural labour
households; part- or full-time participants in the market for labour. We surmise that these
households are the most vulnerable to entering into credit relations out of distress because
their meager asset base yields them little economic independence.
5.1 Credit relations in Bihar and Punjab, 1961-62 and 1971-72
We begin with an examination of the proportion of households reporting cash dues to a
variety of lending agents present in the rural economies of Bihar and Punjab (see Tables 5.11
The data on credit maiet activity in Punjab and Bihar (we also show All-India data to be used as a basis for
comparison) is obtained from published surveys from the Reserve Bank of India (E.l) and the National Sample Survey
Organisation (N.S.S.O.). These published estmates of credit activity an part of the decennial All-India Debt and
Investment Surveys (AIDIS). Because the 1971-72 provides the most detailed data on credit relations, we shall
concentrate our examinatin on this AIDIS.
There an, of course, some problems with these surveys. The most apparent difficulties with the classification of credit
agencies. These are given classifications based on the relation between lander and bonower and the primary source of
income for the lender. Both of these criteria ame ambiguous and therefore lead to rather strange results. For example,
under the agency classification of "Other", u a credit agency which does not it any of the alernate clauifcadons, a
significant amount of activity is reported under it. We surmise that surveyors had difficulties in identfying the lending
agencies based on the given criteria and opted to classify some agencies as "other". Moreover, the definitin of "Reand
or Relative" as a lending agency may have been confusing to both mrveyor and respondent. For example, is a tenant's
landlord primarily a landlord or a friend? What about the village's shopkeeper and the trader with whom he trades? We
will largely ignore the estimates under this heading, though it is unfortunate because much of the credit activity tahes place
under these categories.
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Table 5.11
Proportion of Households Reporting, Average Amount per Repoting Household by Agency, 1961
Cooperative Agriculturist Professional
State Government society/ Commercial Landlord money- money Trader Relative/ Others Total
bank bank lender lender Friend
All Households
Bihar
P 5.0 2.4 - 0.3 48.0 7.4 3.2 5.7 4.7 62.8
R 292.0 129.0 - 102.0 535.0 567.0 305.0 215.0 170.0 554.0
Punjab
P 6.6 16.8 - 6.0 29.7 14.2 4.2 17.6 31.1 73.2
R 443.0 337.0 - 900.0 1305.0 720.0 545.0 477.0 201.0 1090.0
All-India
P 5.4 10.0 0.4 0.9 32.0 11.1 7.0 9.3 15.0 62.8
R 399.0 372.0 441.0 427.0 583.0 546.0 446.0 298.0 241.0 647.0
Cultivators
Bihar
P 6.0 2.9 - 0.3 50.3 7.5 3.2 6.0 4.6 65.0
R 288.0 115.0 - 104.0 586.0 604.0 297.0 237.0 186.0 605.0
Punjab
P 8.3 19.1 - 5.2 30.6 16.4 4.2 18.5 31.8 75.8
R 444.0 358.0 - 1231.0 1514.0 828.0 402.0 595.0 229.0 1277.0
All-India
P 6.4 12.2 0.4 0.9 35.0 12.1 7.9 9.5 14.6 66.7
R 404.0 384.0 403.0 454.0 638.0 584.0 432.0 320.0 248.0 708.0
Bihar Non-cultivators
P 1.6 1.0 - 0.2 39.9 7.0 3.3 4.7 5.2 54.6
R 355.0 272.0 - 89.0 307.0 422.0 329.0 111.0 122.0 335.0
Punjab
P 4.1 13.4 - 7.0 28.4 10.9 4.1 16.3 30.1 69.4
R 440.0 295.0 - 547.0 981.0 485.0 754.0 286.0 159.0 797.0
All-India
P 2.4 3.7 0.2 0.8 23.9 8.4 4.4 8.9 16.3 52.0
R 362.0 268.0 628.0 350.0 364.0 399.0 517.0 232.0 224.0 430.0
Source: All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1961-62, Statistical Tables Relating to Cash Dues Outstanding, Statement 2, pp.20-24
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Table 5.12
Proportion of Households Reporting, Average Amount per Household Reporting Cash Dues Outstanding per Agency, 1971
Cooperative Agriculturist Professional
State Government society/ Commercial Insurance Provident Landlord money- money Trader Relative/ Others Total
bank bank fund lender lender Friend
All Households
Bihar
P 3.4 2.3 0.0 0.0 6.8 16.9 3.7 1.6 6.0 1.2 38.4
R 502.2 552.0 3591.5 288.2 732.7 790.5 715.3 323.0 601.3 427.6 750.1
Punjab
P 2.6 16.8 0.6 0.2 6.9 7.0 3.9 15.2 14.5 2.1 54.4
R 2273.9 16.4 6778.1 705.0 2100.4 1708.2 1564.4 936.6 1129.9 1630.8 1910.9
All-India
P 3.4 7.7 0.4 0.0 0.1 4.6 10.7 6.5 4.9 8.8 1.4 41.3
R 952.8 1278.2 2435.3 1160.5 649.2 910.9 1056.5 1035.1 869.7 763.3 958.8 1178.7
Cultivators
Bihar
P 4.0 2.8 0.0 _ 0.1 6.3 16.8 4.0 1.6 6.5 1.2 39.0
R 519.1 560.2 3591.5 _ 300.5 874.1 905.1 763.0 356.2 638.7 416.6 840.0
Punjab
P 4.2 24.6 1.3 _ 0.2 4.1 5.5 4.5 17.4 14.2 2.0 58.1
R 2988.1 2351.1 6778.1 
__ 1028.9 4887.2 3054.7 2343.3 1288.4 1896.6 2646.5 3118.4
All-India
P 4.3 9.8 0.5 0.0 0.1 4.5 11.5 6.8 5.2 8.8 1.5 44.4
R 978.3 1321.7 2598.6 1206.5 762.8 1071.5 1185.4 1135.9 955.4 874.0 1054.1 1329.8
Agricultural Labourers
Bihar
P 0.8 0.1 0.1 10.7 19.5 2.1 1.6 3.5 1.1 38.1
R 122.2 139.6 131.0 280.6 282.7 315.5 102.1 207.1 256.9 274.9
Punjab
P 1.1 10.3 14.8 10.7 5.0 14.9 19.2 1.1 62.3
R 651.7 413.3 1253.1 774.3 774.2 368.9 503.5 1371.2 840.2
All-India
P 0.6 1.2 0.1 .... 0.0 6.8 9.9 5.1 3.5 8.3 1.1 33.8
R 347.0 385.5 138.5 138.0 429.3 491.2 447.4 474.6 322.6 350.0 405.7 454.4
Source: All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-7Z Statistical Tables Relating to Cash Dues Outstanding, Statement 2, pp.15-19.
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and 5.12), and the average cash dues per household reporting cash dues. The 1961-62 table
does not show any significant patterns between states other than a substantially higher
average amount of cash dues outstanding by households in Punjab than in Bihar. This, of
course, is related to the much higher per capita income of Punjabi households than those in
Bihar, and the factors we have named at the beginning of this chapter.
In the Punjab, there is a clear emergence of formal credit resources (government, cooperative
banks/societies, insurance firms and provident funds) comprising a larger share of the credit
market. These agencies constituted 20 percent number of cash dues reported. Furthermore,
commercial banks granted the largest average loan in Punjab. While formal institutions were
making inroads in the rural credit markets of Punjab, in Bihar informal lenders continued
to dominate. The households hardly reported 6 percent of all cash dues outstanding to formal
agencies. In comparison, 16.8 of Bihari households reported cash dues to agriculturalist
moneylenders and the average size was the highest among all agencies at Rs. 790 per cash
due outstanding.
Agricultural labour households showed some variance from the all rural households trends
in both states. Namely, agricultural labourer households reported fewer incidence of loans
from formal agencies in Punjab ---- 11.4 percent of these households reported cash dues to
formal agencies, cooperative societies making up the 10.3 percent of that. In the informal
market, landlords in Punjab grant substantially larger loans to agricultural labour households
than any other agency, and landlords and traders are the two agencies most frequented by
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these households. This heavy activity with these two types of lenders could potentially be
linkages between credit, labour and product contracts. In Bihar, agricultural labour
households report a predominance of their cash dues outstanding to agricultural moneylenders.
The highest average cash dues outstanding in Punjab are from loans disbursed by
agriculturalist moneylenders --- these are moneylenders whose principal activity is related
to agricultural production and, at the time of the loan, does not have a tenancy contract with
the borrower. It may be the case that these moneylenders are granting loans to other
households in return for services, as Bhalla (1976) and Brass (1990) have described.
However, this aspect of the contract cannot be determined with these data. In Bihar,
professional moneylender, individuals whose main source of income comes from granting
credit, disbursed the largest average loans, but agriculturalist moneylenders dominate the
credit market by the measure of the number of households reporting cash dues outstanding
to these agencies.
5.2 Debt to asset ratios
We calculated debt to asset ratios to obtain a measure of indebtedness which could not obtain
from a simple distribution analysis. The calculation invloves dividing the value of the assets
for a particular group by the amount of cash dues outstanding for that group. We used two
RBI surveys (1977), the Statistical Tables Relating to Cash Dues Outstanding of Rural
Households in India and States, 1971-72 and the, Assets and Liabilities of Rural Households
in India and States, 1971-72. The results are displayed in Tables 5.21, 5.22, and 5.23.
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Table 5.21
Percent of Debt to Value of Assets Owned
Asset Group in Rupees
Up to 500 500 - 1000 1000-2500 2500-5000 5000 - 10000 10000 - 15000 15000 - 20000 20000 - 30000 30000 - 50000 50000 - 1000
All Households
Bihar 30.36 13.99 7.74 4.71 3.05 2.27 2.43 1.57 1.61 1.31
Punjab 40.69 25.11 25.23 25.23 11.91 7.50 4.98 4.16 3.99 3.07
All-India 32.02 17.78 12.35 7.97 5.50 3.91 3.64 3.82 3.31 2.60
Cultivators
Bihar 40.92 16.54 7.36 4.65 2.95 2.66 2.59 1.58 1.58 1.33
Punjab - 13.57 18.53 14.02 10.08 6.49 5.82 4.28 3.14 2.67
All-India 39.40 17.88 11.80 7.58 5.38 4.52 3.81 3.82 3.31 2.65
Agricultural Labourers
Bihar 29.77 15.53 13.41 9.50 5.58
Punjab 121.21 26.80 31.29 13.61 9.32
All-India 26.62 12.52 8.02 7.22 5.13
Source: All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-1972. Statistical Tables Relating to Cash Dues Outstanding.
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Table 5.22
Debt to Asset Ratios According to Households in Asset Group, 1971-72 (percent)
Southern Bihar Southern Punjab
All Cultivators Agricultural * All Cultivators Agricultural
households labourers households labourers
Up to 500 16.85 27.74 9.69 33.96 - 113.67
500 - 1000 7.05 7.48 7.34 35.31 42.01 35.09
1000 - 2500 2.60 2.47 2.31 41.20 52.93 38.90
2500 - 5000 1.95 1.87 3.72 18.46 12.64 26.44
5000 - 10000 1.23 0.01 0.26 8.24 11.72 12.12
10000 - 15000 0.58 0.58 - 6.75 7.96 16.41
15000 - 20000 1.13 1.13 5.30 6.40
20000 - 30000 0.01 1.50 8.56 9.08
30000 - 50000 0.66 0.67 3.29 2.99
50000 - 100000 0.72 0.75 3.32 3.45
100000 & 1.13 1.13 1.87 1.87
above
Total 1.22 1.20 4.81 3.61 3.61 25.01
Source: R.B.L (1975). All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72: Assets and Liabilities.
*Estimates for agricultural labourers are given for only six asset groups, the last of
which is Rs. 10,000 and above.
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Table 5.23
Debt to Asset Ratios According to Area of Land Owned, 1971-72
Southern Bihar
Land owned
in acres
Nil
0.01 -0.5
0.5 - 1.00
1.0- 1.25
1.25 - 2.50
2.50-5.00
5.00-7.50
7.50 - 10.00
10.00 - 12.50
12.50 - 15.00
15.00 - 20.00
20.00 - 25.00
25.00 - 30.00
30.00 - 50.00
50.00 & above
Southern Punjab
Percent of Percent of
All Cultivators Agricultural * All Cultivators Agricultural
households labourers households labourers
10.06
3.28
1.89
1.32
1.28
0.79
0.91
0.83
0.18
0.83
6.89
2.48
1.38
1.94
3.54
21.44
2.94
1.75
0.01
1.28
0.78
0.93
0.83
0.02
0.83
0.71
2.48
0.14
1.94
3.54
12.37
5.42
1.65
14.01
16.34
13.31
37.78
3.32
2.97
2.62
2.92
3.54
5.14
2.42
3.54
3.14
0.98
1.16
22.76
15.42
8.39
5.92
3.44
3.05
2.78
2.92
3.73
5.14
2.42
3.54
3.14
0.98
1.16
6.77
27.30
4.35
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(percent)
Total 1.22 1.20 4.81 3.61 3.05 25.01
Source: All-India Debt and Investment Survey, 1971-72: Assets and Liabilities.
*Estimates for agricultural labourers are given for only three plot size stratification. the last of
these categories being 1.00 acre and above.
Chapter 6
Theoretical and Empirical Considerations
Though this study was an examination of rural credit markets, the chapter directly addressing
the empirical findings and estimates on credit activity was left to the end. Organising the
study in this way emphasizes and reinforces one of the most distinct characteristics of these
rural markets in the developing world, viz., credit markets and credit relations penetrate every
aspect of economic and social life in rural villages. A study of credit relations is partly a
study of land and asset distribution, labour markets and labour relations, the structure and
mechanisms of exchange, and the nature of, and participants in, investment decisions. Lastly,
it is a study of credit institutions, interest rates, terms of payment, and size of the loan. This
is so because credit and credit relations are both a reflection of these different aspects of the
rural economy, and at the same time it is an integral and interactive part of that economy.
Even when we finally addressed the statistics on rural credit, we did not, or rather, could not
address such aspects of the credit market such as interest rates, terms of repayment, and the
use of credit capital. For reasons presented by Kurup (1976), these aspects of credit are
difficult to measure through large surveys, making them an inappropriate tool for obtaining
these measurements.
These important aspects of rural credit narkets are part of a network of micro-level personal
relations, and therefore these should be examined mostly with the techniques by micro-level
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surveys. Our study, based on large-scale surveys, is hindered by the fact that we could not
address these aspects. A more complete examination of rural, credit should in fact be based
on micro-level data with large aggregate estimates used only to serve as context.
7.1 Directions for future research
The most interesting finding in our study was the inordinately high debt to asset ratios found
for landless agricultural labour households in Punjab. Most of the differences in credit
activity between Bihar and the Punjab could indeed be explained, through the hypothesis
presented in this study, However, these high debt to asset ratios in Punjab could not We have
two explanations for the ratios that we found:
a. these rather high debt/asset ratios are in fact a consequence of cash advances, in the
form of credit, paid to labourers as a way to recruit and guarantee their services in the
future; and
b. these high ratios are the result of high debts incurred by these households which
obligate labour services to their creditor until these debts are repaid.
Are these households bonded through unbearably high debt burdens, or are these households
able to pay it back? One way to find out is to examine debt to income ratios, providing us
with a much clearer picture of the household's ability to repay. However, it is impossible
to determine which explanation best fits the condition we found for landless agricultural
labourers in Punjab with the data we have available. Several questions must be answered
before we begin to determine what these ratios mean. Some of these questions are:
1. is the loan expected to be paid back?;
a. at what rate of interest?
b. in what amount of time?; and
c. in what form?,
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i. if it is through a reduction in wages that the debt is paid, how much
less than full wages is a labourer receiving?;
d. for what is the credit used?
2. if labour is the form of repayment, does the creditor command the labourer services
on a priority basis, or is the borrower allowed negotiate to whom he can sell his
services even while indebted;
3. does a certain type of household receive credit (i.e., one wkh many nmmers ae
able to do work), and are the labour services of able-bodied members on command
to the creditor on priority, or on a negotiated basis?; and
4. does employment with a creditor-employer facilitate certain transactions for the
borrowing household which would otherwise not have been possible?;
Though this list is hardly exhaustive, it does however get to the crux of the controversy
between the opposing points of view. Future research in this direction is most likely to have
the some of the most interesting results in the field of economics.
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